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OHAPTER I
INTHODUC TIotf

The first fifty yearslof Romain Rolland's life were
passed in inconspicuous and almost solitary labors.

From

then on his name was to become a storm center of Euro11ean
discussion.
The significance of his life's work becomes plain
only when it is contemplated as a whole.

It was slowly

produced, for it had to encounter great dangers; it was a
gradual revelation, tardily consummated.

The foundations

of this splendid structure were deeply dug in the firm
ground of knowledge, and were laid upon the hidden masonry
of years spent in isolation.

Owing to the strength of its

foundations, to the solidity of its moral energy, was
Rolland's thought able to stand unshaken throughout the war
storms that have been ravaging Europe.

The monument he had

built stands firm "above the battle," above the medley of
opinions, a pillar of strength towards which all free spirits
can turn for oonsols.tion amid the tumult of the world.

1921)

t

1 Stefan Zweig, Romain Rolland. (New York:
pp. 1-2.

Seltzer,

CHAPTER II

I.

EARLY CHILDHOOD

Romain Rolland was born on January 29, 1866, a·year of
strife.

His native townlwas Cl~mecy.

An ancient city within

the confines of old-time Burgundy, Olameoy is a quiet place,
where life is easy and uneventful.

The Rollands belonged

to a highly respected middle class family.

His father, who

was a lawyer, was one of the notables of the town.

On the

father's side, Rolland's ancestors were champions of the
Convention, ardent partisans of the Revolution, and some of
them sealed their faith with their blood.

From his mother's

family he inherited the Jansenist spirit.
His home was an old house on the bank of a canal.

It

was not from this narrow world that the first delights of the
boy, who was so passionately sensitive to enjoyment, were to
spring.

Early did he discove'r music, the language of lang-

uages, the first great message of the soul.
taught him the piano.

His mother

From its tones he learned to build for

himself the infinite world of feeling.
Thus early did the child.enter into communion with
the wordless speech of humanity; thus early had the all embracing sympathy of the life of feeling enabled him to pass
beyond the narrows of town and of province, of nation and of

(New

l Stanley Schwarz, Outline of French Literature
York: Alfred Knopf, 1924), p-;-162.

3

era.

Music was his first prayer to the elemental forces of

life; a prayer daily repeated in countless forms; so that
now, half a century later, a week 2and even a day rarely
elapses without his holding converse with Beethoven.
As ever happens, we see a great life opening with
great dreams.

His first enthusiasms were most powerfully

aroused by Beethoven.

The school in the petty provincial

town had nothing more to teach this aspiring boy.

His

father, with3 rare self-sacrifice, gave up his law practice
in Clamecy and went to Paris, becoming a clerk in a bank
that the boy might be educated in the best schools.

His

school life was spent in the roar of Paris.
His student years involved a still closer confinement
in airless spaces, when he became a boarder at the Normal
School.

1to avoid all distraction, the pupils of this in-

stitution are shut away from the world., kept remote from
I

real life, that they may understand historical life the
better.
II•

Y.F;ARS Oll1 STHUGG LE

His school days were over.

The old problem concern-

ing the choice of profession came up anew for discussion.
2 Stefan·zweig, Romain Rolland (New York:
1921)' pp. 3-17.

Seltzer,

3 Marble, Nobel Prize Winners in Literature (New York:
Appleton and Company, 1925}; p. 176. -.·
,

4

In a state of mental 4 undecidedness he wrote a letter describing to Tolstoi the doabts that perplexed his conscience,
Weeks elapsed, and Rolland had long since forgotten his hour
of impulse.

But one evening, returning to his room, he found

upon the table a small packet,

It was Tolstoi•s answer to the

unknown correspondent, thirty-eight pages written in French,
Tolstoi wrote that the only artist who counts is the artist
who makes a sacrifice for his convictions.

The precondition

of every true calling must be not love for art but love for
mankind.

Those only who are filled with such a love can hope

that they will ever be able, as artists, to do anything worth
doing.

The remembrance of the help then received from a

foreign thinker taught him to I,"egarcl every crisis of conscience as something sacred and to look upon the rendering of
aid as the artist's primary moral duty.

His whole work, his

human authority, found its beginnings here.
From every quarter, voices were calling:

the French

homeland, German music, Tolstoi's exhortation, Shakespeare's
ardent appeal, the will to art, the need for earning a livelihood.

While Rolland was still hesitating, his decision

had again to be postponed. for he rece.ived a traveling scholarship to Rome from the Normal School,
In Rome, he made the acquaintance of Malwida von
Meysenbug.

Wonderful was the friendship between the old

4 Zweig,

.Q.12.•

cit., p, 23,

5

Garman woman and the Frenchman of twenty-three.

Soon it be-

came difficult for either of them to say which was more indebted to the other. Romain 5owed much to Malwida, in that
she had enabled him to form more just views of some of her
great contemporaries.

Af~er

Rolland left Rome he wrote to

Malwida once a week to the end of her life.

These letters,

which were returned to him after her death, contain a biography of his early manhood perhaps fuller than that which is
available in the case of any other notable personality.
had gone to Rome to study the art of the dead past.
found the living Germany.

He

He had

Once and for all, Rolland had ac-

quired the European spirit before he had vvritten a line of
J•ean !Jhristophe • that great epic was already living in his
blood,
The form of Rolland's career was decisively fashioned
by these two years in Italy.
his mind still undecided,

Rolland had gone to Rome with

By genius, he was a musician; by

inclination, a poet; by necessity a historian.

After the

success of his thesis Las origines du tlfe'-atre l~yrigue mQ.dernes, P,.e became professor of the history· o:f music, first
at the Normal School, and from 1903 onwards at the Sorbonne.
The aim he set for himself was to show how the nations cultivate their individual characteris·tics, while never ceasing
. to develop unawares the higher unity wherein time and nat ion-

5 Ibid., pp. 27-28.

6
al differences are unknown.

A great power for understanding

others constitutes the essence of h:i.s activities.

He showed

that the greatness of mankind. is never concentrated. in a single age, nor allotted to a single

n~tion,

from age to age and from nation to nation.

but is transmitted
While he was a

teacher h,e wrote Musicians d..'autrefois, Haendel, Histoire

~

l'Op(ra and Musicians d'a.ujourd'hui.
Sudd..enly a storm
stirred to the depths.

bur~t

over the country.

France was

The entire nation became engrossed.

in an intellectual and moral problem.

Rolland, a bold swim-

mer, was one of the first to leap into the turbulent flood.
The Dreyfus Case had become known.

For two years

the country was severed as by a knife blade into two camps,
that of those whose verdict was rrguilty" and that of those
whose verdict was "not guilty."

In Jean Christophe

we learn

how the section out pitilessly athwart families, d..iv:iding
brother :from brother, father from son.

Today we find it

difficult to understand how this accusation of espionage
brought against an a.rtiller;v captain could involve all :lPrance
in a crisis.

Rolland was among the few who from the very

outset insisted that Dreyfus was innocent.

The apparent

hopelessness o:E these early endeavors to secure justiae were
for Rolland a spur to conscience.

Rolland's energies were

devoted to the aonsideration of the immattent problem of
justice.

Under the pseudonym Saint-Just he published a

dramatia parable, Les Loups, .wherein he lifted the problem

7

from the realm of time into the realm of the eternal.
Simultaneously Rolland was working with Peguy
/

with 3uares in a new campaign.

and

Their friends were aware of the

corruption and triviality of the literature then dominant in
l?aris.

So they essayed to improve the condition by writing

and ecli ting Cahiers

~

la guinzaine.

appeared in these pages, the whole

All Rolland's works

of~

Christophe,

Beethoven, Miohel-Ange, and the plays.
A third time Rolland's intellectual ardor led him to
try his mettle in the field of action.

A group of young men

had come to recognize the fut1.lity of. the French drama whose
topic is the eternal recurrence of adultery.

They determined

upon an attempt to restore the drama to the people and thus
to furnish it 1Nith new energies.

Impetuou.sly Rolland threw

himself into the scheme, writing essays, manifestoes, and an
entire book.

Above all, he contributed a series of plays

conceived in the spirit of the French revolution and composed
for its glorification.
III.

SECLUSION
6

Whatever creative work he has attempted in common with
others has been a disappointment.·

The Dreyfus case was su·b-

ordinated to political scheming; the People's Theater was
wrecked by jealousies; Rolland's plays, written for the
6 Ibid., pp. 43-44.

8

workers, were staged but

for~

to a sudden and disastrous
his idealism.

night; his wedded life came

end-~but

nothing could shatter

During the ensuing ten years of solitude

he wrote Jean Christophe, a work which in the ethical sense
is more truly real than reality itself, a work which embodies
the living faith of his generation.

The fact that a French-

man7imported a German to preach to his countrymen on literature,
music and morals did not prevent the French Academy from
granting to him one of its highest rewara.s.

His own country,

however, never adopted him wholeheartedly, and he became more
and more estranged from it.
Il,or a brief season the Parisian pu"blic

w~s

familiar

with Romain Rolland's name as that of a musical expert and
a promising

dramatist~

Thereafter for years he disappeared

from view, for the capital of France excels all others in its
faculty for merciless forgetfulness.

At the opening of the

twentieth century Rolland remained unrecognized when he was
at the zenith of his creative powers.
A period of seclusion is, however, needful as a preliminary to labors of such concentration.

Only a man pre-

pared to ignore the public could venture upon the forlorn
hope of planning a romance in ten volumes; a French romance
which, in an epoch of exacerbated nationalism, was to have a
German for its hero.
7 Michaud, Modern Thought & Literature in France
(New York: Funk and Wagnalls Company, 1924), p. 26.
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We are in the year 1910.

A motor is tearing along

the Champs Elysles, outrunning the belated warnings of its
own hooter.

There is a cry, ·and a man who was incautiously

crossing the street lies beneath the wheel.

He is borne

away wounded and with broken limbs, to be nursed back to life.
Nothing can better exemplify the slenderness, as yet,
of Romain Rolland's fame than the reflection how little his
death at this juncture would have signified to the literary
world.

There would have been a paragraph or two in the news-

papers informing the public that the professor of musical
history at the Sorbonne had
by a motor.

su~cumbed

after being run over

A few, perhaps, would have remembered that fifteen

years earlier this man Rolland had written promising dramas
and books on musical topics.

Thus ignored was Romain Rolland

two years before he obtained a European reputation; thus
nameless was he when he had finished most of the works which
were to make him a leader of our generation--the dozen or so
dramas, the biographies of the heroes, and the first eight
volttmes of Jean

Ohrsitoph~.

In 1912 he 8was still unknown; in 1914 he had a wide
reputation.

With a cry of astonishment, a generation recog-

nized its leader, and Europe became aware o:f the first product of the new universal Eluropean spirit.
8 Zwe +g,
.
op. ,ill. , pp. 48-51.
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~here

is a mystical significance in Romain Rolland's

rise to fame, just as in every event of his life.

Fame came

late to this man whom fame had passed by during the bitter
years of mental distress and material need.

Nevertheless it

came at the right hour, since it came before the war.
renown put a sword into his hand.

Rolland's

At the decisive moment he

had power and a voice to speak for Europe.
The year 1914 marks the close of Romain Rolland's
private life.

Henceforth his career belongs to the world;

his biography ·becomes part of history; his personal experiences can no longer be detached from his public activities.
The man whose existence has been so retired, must now live
with doors and windows open.
letter, is a .manifesto.
self like a heroic drama.

His every essay, his every

His life from now onward shapes it-

OHAPTBR III

DRAMA
Romain Rolland's work cannot ·be understood without an
underste.nding of the epoch in which that work came into be!

ing.

F. or here we have a passion that springs from the wear ...

iness of an entire country, a faith that springs from the
disillusionment of a humiliated nation.

The shadows of 1870

were cast across the youth of the French author.

The signi-

ficance and greatness of his work taken as a whole depend
upon the way in which it constitutes a spiritual bridge between one great war and the next.

It arises from a blood-

stained earth and a storm-tossed horizon on one side, reaching across on the other to the new struggle and the new spirit.
It originates in gloom.

A land

in war is

d~feated

like a man who has lost his god. ' Divine ecstasy is suddenly
replaced by dull exhaustion; a fire that blazed in millions
is extinguished, so that nothing but ash and cinder remain.
There is a sudden collapse of all values.

Enthusiasm has

become meaningless; death is purposeless; the deeds, which
but yesterday were deemed heroic, are now looked upon as
follies; faith is a fraud; belief in oneself is a pitiful
illusion.

The impulse to fellowship fades; every one fights
1

for his own hand, evades res pons ibili t;y· that he may throw
it upon his neighbor, thinks only of profit, utility, and
' 1 Stefan Zweig, Romain Rolland (New York:
1.9.21:) ' p. 58.

Seltzer,
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personal advantage.

Lofty aspirations are killed by an

infinite weariness.

Nothing is so utterly destruative to the

moral energy of the masses as a defeat; nothing else degrades
and weakens to the same extent the whole spiritual poise of
a nation.
Such was the condition of France after 1870; the
try was mentally tired; it had become a land without a
er.
help.

coun~
lead~

The best among its imaginative writers could give no
They staggered for a while, as if stunned by the bludg-

eoning of the disaster.

Then, as the first effects passed

off, they re~ntered their old paths which led them into a
purely literary field, remote and ever remoter from the destinies of their nation.

It is not within the power of men

already mature to make headway against a national catastrophe.
How can a vanquished nation be solaced?
sting of defeat be soothed?

The writer must

be

divert his readers' thoughts from the present.

How can the
competent to
These young

authors endeavored to bring hel_p in two different ways.
Some pointed towards the future, saying:

noherish2hatred•t

last tlme we were beaten, next time we shall conquer."

This

was the argument of the nationalists, and there is significance in the fact that it was predominantly voioed by the
companions of Rolland,· by Maurioe Bar~s, Paul Claude!, and
2 Ibid., p. 59.
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The other type of idealism, that ~f Rolland, less 3
clamant and long ignored, looked in a very different direction for solace, ,turning its gaze not towards the immediate
future but towards eternity.

It did not promise a new vic-

tory, but showed that false values had been used in est imating defeat.

For writers of this school, for the pupils of

Tolstoi, force is no argument for the spirit, the externals
of success provide no criterion of value for the soul.

In

their view, the individual does not conquer when the generals
of his nation march to victory through a hundred provinces;
the individual is not vanquished whan the army loses a thousand
pieces of artillery.

The individual gains the victory only

when he is free from illusion, and when he has no part in
any wrong committed by his nation.

In their isolation, those

who hold such views have continually endeavored to induce
France, not indeed to forget her defeat, but to make of that
defeat a source of moral greatness, to recognize the worth
of the spiritual seed which has germinated on the blooddrenched battlefields.

Of such a character, in ~Chris
tophe, are the words of Olivier, 4 the spokesman of all young
Frenchmen of this way of thinking.
3

112.!i!.· '

p. 60.

4 Ibid • , p • 61 •
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For Rolland this elite, reconciling France with the
world, will in days to come fulfil the mission of his nation.

In ultimate analysis, his thirty years' work may be

regarded as one continuous attempt to prevent a new war .. -to
hinder the revival of the horrible cleavage ·between victory
and defeat.

His aim has been not to teach a new national

pride but to inculcate a new heroism of self-conquest, a
new faith in justice.
Rolland realized his mission early in his career.
The hero of one of his first writings, the Girondist Hugot
in~ triomphe de la raison, 5discloses the author's o~m
ardent faith when he declares that the first duty is to ·be
great and to defend greatness on earth.
This will to greatness lies hidden at the heart of
all personal greatness.

What distinguishes Romain Rolland

from others, what distinguishes the beginner of those days
and the fighter of the thirty years that since elapsed, is
that in art he never creates anything isolated, anything
with a purely literary or casual scope.

Invariably his ef-

forts are directed towards the loftiest moral aims; he aspires towards eternal forms; strives to fashion the monumental.

His goal is t.o produce a fresco, to paint a com-

prehensive picture, to achieve an epic completeness.
Rarely does Rolland attempt to deal with any isolated
5 Romain Rolland, Le triomphe .£.i-~ raison (:Paris:
Haohette, 1913), pp. 191-254.
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topic, and he never concerns 6himself about a mere episode
in feeling or in history.

His creative imagination is at-

tracted solely by elemental phenomena, by the great 2.2.!!!:,ants de foi. whereby with mystical energy a single idea is
suddenly carried into the minds of millions of individuals;
whereby a country, an epoch, a generation, will become kindled like a fire·brand, and will shed light over the environing darkness.

He lights his own poetic flame at the great

beacons of mankind, be the,v individuals of genius or inspired epoch, Beethoven.or the Renaissance, Tolstoi or the
Revolution, Michelangelo or the Crusades.

Yet for tpe

artistic control of such phenomena, widely ranging, deeply
rooted in the cosmos, overshadowing entire eras, more is requisite than the raw ambition.and fitful enthusiasm of an
adolescent.

If a mental state of this nature is to fashion

anything that shall endure, it must do so in boldly conceived forms.

The cultural histor;y of inspirecl and heroic

periods, cannot be limned in fugitive
grounding is indispensable.
monumental archttecti:tre.

~ls::etches;

careful

Above all does this apply to

Here we must have a spacious site

for the display of the strn.otures and terraces from which
a general view cari be secured.
7

He desires to be just to every epoch as to every
6 Zweig, Q£•
7 !2.1.Q..

t

£!!.,

p. 69 •

p. 67.

16

individual.

He would depict not episodes of the French re-

volution "but the Revolution as a whole; not the history of
Jean Christophe Krafft, the individual modern musician, but
the history of contemporary Europe.

He aims at presenting

not only the central force of an era but likewise the manifold counterforces; not the action alone, but the reaction
as well.

That he may exhibit the Revolution in all its as-

pects, its ris.e, its troubles, its political activities, its
decline and its fall, he plans a cycle of ten dramas.
The first, a dramatic cycle, which in the spirit of
Shakespeare was to represent the Renaissance as an integral
unit much as Gobineau desired to represent it, remained a
fragment.

Even the individual dramas have ·been cast aside

by Rolland as inadequate.
/

the second cycle; the Tlieatre de
third.

,

The Tragedies
~

~ ~

f2i

form

.,
revolution forms

the

Both are unfinished, but the fragments are of im-

perishable value.

The fourth cycle,

the~

des hommes

illustres, a cycle of biographies planned to form as it
were a frieze round the temple of the invisible God, is
likewise incom:plete.

The ten volumes of Jean Chr:L,s:tophe alone

succeed in rounding off the full circle of a generation,
uni.ting grandeur and justice in the fore-shadowed concord.
Rolland penned a series of dramas dealing with the
great figures of the past, working with the fervor of the
beginner.
These plays remained unpublished, at first owing to

17

the disfavor of airoumstanoes, but subsequently beoause the
author's ripening oritiaal faoulty made him withhold them
from the world.
at Rome in 1890.

8

The first, entitled Orsino• was written
Next he oomposed Empedooles,

year, 1891, he wrote Gli Baglioni.

In the same

His return to Paris did

not interrupt this outpouring, for in 1892 he wrote two
plays, Oaligula, and

Niob~

Turning his attention to French

history, he wrote Saint Louis (1893), the first of his

Trag~ies ~ 1& i21•

Next came

which remains unpublished.

Jeanne~

Piennes (1894),

A~rt (1895), the second of the

Trag~dies ~ la foi, was the first of Rolland's plays to be
staged.

There now (1896-1902) followed the four dramas of

the Thi{atre l l la re;olution.
and~

In 1900 he wrote ~ Montespan

trois amoureuses.

We know no more than the names of these early works
and are unable to judge their worth.

But when we stud;v the

later plays we may deduoe the conclusion that in the earlier
ones a premature flame, raging too hotly, burned itself out.
I.

THE TRAGKDIES 0:&1 J51 AITH

The significance of these early plays was their intention to recall to the minds of contemporaries the memory
of forgotten brothers in the faith, to arouse for the service
of the spirit and not for the ends of brute force that idealism
8 IbiO..,
'
p. 72.

18

which ever burgeons from the imperishable seed of youth.
They are 9valuable also as a lesson in enthusiasm• Already
we discern the entire moral purport of Rolland's later work,
the endeavor to change the world by the force of inspiration.
There is no defeat over which the will cannot triumph; there
is no sorrow above which a free spirit cannot soar.

II.

SAINT LOUIS

Romain Rolland combines the portrayal of Saint Louis,
the hero of religious exaltation, with an intolerable melo-.
drama in which clumsy psychology falls into the conventional,
and in which style waversl 0 between blank verse and the most
prosaic form.
Knowledge comes to the monarch not through smypathy
but through goodnes!3, and who finds the aptest phrase to explain his own title to fame,; saying: 11 Pour comprend.re ~
aut res, il
only love.

~

faut .9.!!.' aimer--To tmderstana.

.~thers,

we need

IUs leatlirig quality is gentleness, but he has so

much of it that the strong grow weak before him; he has nothing but his

f~ith,

out this faith builds mountains of action.

He neither can nor.will lead his people to victory; but he
makes his subjects transcend themselves, transcend their own
.
9 Renl IJalou, Contemporary French Literature (New York:
Vail-Ballou, 1924), p. 183.
·

10 Ibid., p. 184.
I
11 Romain Rolland, Tragedies de 1§
Libraire Hachette, 1913), p. 81.

~

(Paris:
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inertia and the apparentl;y ftltile venture of the crusade, to
attain faith.

Thereby he gives the whole nation the great-

ness which ever springs from self-sacrifice.

In Saint-Louis,

Rolland for the first time presents his favorite type, that
of the vanquished victor. The king never reaches his goal.
but :plus 12.fl.!!..' il est 'e';rase par lli choses plus l l semble lli
dominer davantage--the more he seems to be crushed by things,
the more does he dominate them.

When, like Moses, he is for-

bidden to set eyes on the promised land, when it proves to be
his destiny
his last

~

mourir vaincu, to die conquered, as he draws
on the mountain slope his soldiers at the

bre~th

swnmit, catching sight of the city which is the goal of their
aspirations, raise an exultant shout.

Louis knows that to

one who strives for the unattainable the world can never give
victory but g

est beau lutter pour l'inll1ossible quand l'.im-

possible13est Dieu-•it is gl?rious to fight for the unattainable when the unattainable is God.
Rolland's first published work exhales the atmosphere
of Christianity.

Humility conquers force, faith conquers the

world, love conquers hatred; these eternal truths which have
been incorporated in countless sayings and wrj.tings from those
of the primitive Christians down to those of Tolstoi, are repeated once again ·by Rolland in the form of a legend of the
12 Ibid., p. 102.

13. Ibid., p. 2.
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saints.

In his later works, however, wi·th a freer touch, he

shows that the power of faith is not tied to any particular
creed.
III.

,,

.AERT

Atrt was written14a year later than Saint Louis; more
explicitly than the pious epic does it aim at restoring faith
and idealism to the disheartened nation.

Saint Louis is a

heroic legend, a tender reminh'wence o:f former greatness;

"

Aert is the tragedy of the vanquished and a passionate appeal
to them to awaken.

The scene is cast in an imaginary Holland

of the seventeenth century.

We see a people broken by defeat

and, which is much worse, debased thereby.
Such is the environment in which Rolland places
the young prince, heir to v-anished greatness.
of course, symbolical of the Third Republic.

,,

!!!1,

This Holland is,
]1 ru.itless at-

tempts are made ·by the temptations of loose living, by various
artifices, by the instilling of doubt, to break the captive's faith in greatness, to undermine the one power that
still sustains the debile body and the suffering soul.

The

hypocrites do their utmo.st, with luxury·, frivolity, and lies,
to wean him from what he considers his high calling, which
is to prove himself worthy heir of a glorious past.
ma5ns unshaken.

His tutor,

He re-

Ma~tre Trojanus, all of whose

qualities, kindliness, skepticism, energy, andwisdom are

f~, pp. 113-184.
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but lulcewarm, would like to make him one who thinks and renounces rather than one who acts.
The goal of Aert's youthful passion is still indeterminate; this passion is nothing but a flame which wastes itself in words and aspirations.

He does not make the deed

come at his beckoning; but the d.eed takes possession of him,
dragging the weakling down with it into the depths whence
there is no other issue than by death.

From degradation he

finds a last rescue, a path to moral greatness, his own deed,
done for the sake of all.

Surrounded

b,y

the scornful victors,

he answers proudly that it is not too late to be free, and he
plunges headlong out of life.
IV.

ATTEiviPT TO REGJnNmRATJn THE lt"'RENOH STAGE

Tolstoi, in his books and in the wonderful letter to
Rolland, had been the first to make the young man realize the
sterilityl5of bourgeois art.

Above all in the drama, its

most sensual form of expression, that art had lost touch with
the moral emd emotional expression, that art had lost touch
with the moral and.emotional forces of life.

A clique of

busy playwrights had monopolized the Parisian stage.

Their

eternal theme was adultery, in its manifold variations.

They

depicted petty erotic conflicts but never dealt with a universally human ethical problem.

The audiences, madly counseled

15 Stefan Zweig, Rornain Roliand (New York:
19 21 ) ' ' :p • 8 6 •

Seltzer,
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by the press, which deliberately fostered. the pul:)lic's intellectual lethargy, did not ask to be morally awakened but
merely to be amused and pleased.
Rolland, led b;j Tolstoi and accompanied by enthusiastic friends, realized the moral dangers of the situation.

He

perceived that dramatic art is worthless and destructive when
it lives a life remote from the people.

-A~rt

Unconsciously in

he had heralded what he now formulated as
a definite
-

principle, that the people will be the first to
genuinely heroic problems.

und~rstand

The theater alone, vehicle for

the most direct working of art upon the common people, had
been captured by the bourgeoisie. its tremendous possibilities
for promoting a moral renascence being thereby out off.

Un-

ceasingly did the drama practice the in-and-in breeding of
sexual problems.

In its pursuit of erotic trifles, it had

overlooked the new social ideas, the most fundamental of
modern times.

It waa in danger of decay ·because it no longer

thrust its roots into the permanent subsoil of the nation.
Rolland recognized the cure to be onl,ywith the life of the people.

b~V

intimate association

If the theater aspires to be

national, it must not merely minis·ter to the luxury of the
upper ten thousand.
the common people.

It must become the moral nutriment of
16
The theater was to become the expression

of a new society--a new art for a new world.

(Paris:

16 Andr~ Billy, La Litt~rature Fran¥aise Oontemporaine
Armand Colin, 1932), p. 163,
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Rolland's work during the next few years was an endeavor to provide such a theater for the people.

A few young

men without influence or authorit,}T, strong only in the ardor
and

sincerit~v

of their youthfulness, tried to bring this

lofty idea to fruition, despite the utter indifference of the
metropolis, and in defiance of the veiled hostility of the
press.

Rolland was their chief.

du ·peuple, and his

Th(~tre

His manifesto, ~ the'atre

d.e la rtvolution are enduring

monuments of an attempt which temporaril,}T ended in defeat, but
which, like all his defeats, has been transmuted, humanly and
artistically, into a moral triumph.
What kind of plays do the :people want?

It wants good

plays, in the sense in which the word good is used by Tolstoi
when he speaks of good .books.

It wants :pla;vs which are easy

to understand without being commonplace; those which stimulate
t·aith vvithout leading the spirit astray; those which appeal,
'•

not to sensual:i.ty, not to the love of sight-seeing, ·but to the
powerful iclealistic :i.nstincts of the masses.

These

pla~ys

must

not treat of minor con:flicts; but, in ·the spirit of the an. tique tragedies, the;}T must display man in the struggle with
elemental forces, man as subjeot to heroic destiny.

If, next

day, the workers are to resume their daily tasks with a
heightened and more cheerful confidence, they need a tonio.
Thus the evening must have been a source of energy but must
at the same time have sharpened the intelligence.
the a.rama should. display the people to the people.

Undoubtedly
Rolland
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therefore believes that the people's theater must be historical
in scope.

The populace must not merely make its own acquaint-

ance on the stage but must be brought to admire its own past.
Here we see the motif to which Rolland continually retnrns,
the need for arousing a passionate aspiration towards great ...
ness.

In its suffering, the people must learn to regain de-

light in its own self.
lish it?
work.

The task is set.

Who shall accomp-

Romain Rolland answers by putting his hand to the

As always, the impetus that drives him is moral ra ...

ther than artistic.

He has a sense of personal responsibil-

ity for an entire nation.
The theme is easy to find.

Rolland turns to the

greatest moment of French history, to the Revolution.
responds to the appeal of his

....

re~olutionary

He

forefathers.

On

the 27th of Floreal, 1794, the Committee of Public Safety
issned an invocation to authors to glorify thechief happenings of the French revolution; to compose republican dramas;
to hand down to posterity the great epochs of the French
renascence; to inspire history with the firmness of chare.cter
appropriate to the annals of a great nat ion defending its
freedom against the onslaught of all the tyrants of Europe.

-

Building upon faith alone, he began to write Le thd'atre de
la

-

,..
revolution.
V.

TR.ln DRAIVIA OF THin REVOLU1'ION

Le 14 Juillet is the flourish of trumpets; it marks
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the opening of the storm.

Danton is the critical climax; in

the hour of victory comes the beginning of moral defeat.

Le

Robespierre was to introduce the declining phase.
~

A

triomphe

la raison shows the disintegration of the Revolution in

the pro:v:i.nces; Les loups depicts a like decomposition iJ:l the
army.

Between two of the heroic plays, the author proposed

to insert a love drama, describing the fate of Louvet, the
Girond'ist.

Wishing to visit his beloved in Paris, he leaves

his hiding-place in Gascony and is the only one to escape the
death that overtakes his friends, who are all guillotined or
torn to pieces by the wolves as they flee.
~illra.t,

Sa~nt-Just,

The figures of

and Adam Lux, which are merely touched on

in the extant plays, were to receive detailed treatment in
the dramas that remain unwritten.

Doubtless, too, the figure

of Napoleon would have towered above the dying Revolution.
I!\ragments only of this great design have been carried
to completion, comprising the four dramas, Le 14 Juillet,
Danton,

~

loups, and

~

triomphe de la raison.

Vlhen these

plays had been written, Rolland abandoned the scheme, to which
the people, like the literary world and the stage, had given
no encouragement.
VI.

THJtJ Jl1 OUR1.rEENTH OF JULY

Of the four completed revolutionar;y- dramas,
Juillet stands first in point of historic time.
the Revolution as one of the elements of nature.

~

14

Here we see
No conscious
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thoughtl7has formed it; no leader has g~ided it.

Like thunder

from a clear sky oomes the aimless discharge of the tensions
that have accumulated among the people.

The thunderbolt strikes

the Bastille; the lightning flash illumines the soul of the
entire nation.

This pieoe has no heroes, for the hero -of the

play is the multitude.
Rolland wishes to create an atmosphere of ecstatic
rapture, not by dramatic excitement, but by its opposite.
The theater is to be forgotten; the multitude in the audience
is to beoome spiritually at one with its image on the stage.
In the last scene, when the phrases are directly addressed to
the audience, when the stormers of the Bastille appeal to their
hearers on behalf of the im:perishable victory which leads men
to break the. yoke of oppression and to win brotherhood, this
idea must not be a mere echo from the members of the audience,
but must surge up spontaneously in their own hearts.

The cry

~.

tous freres must be a double chorus of actors and spectators,
for the latter, part of the courant de fo i, must share the intoxication of joy.

The spark from their ovvn past must re-

kindle in the hearts of to-da,v.

It is manifest that words a-

lone will not suffice to produce this effect.
VII.

DAi~TON

Danton deals with a decisive moment of the Revolution.
17 Romain Rolland, The Fourteenth £f Jull (New York:
Holt and Company, 1918), pp. 3-145.
.
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Whatl8the masses had created as elemental forces, were now being turned to personal advantage by individuals, by ambitious
leaders.

Every spiritual movement, and above all every re-

volution or reformation, knows this tragical instant of victory, when power passes into the hands of the few, when moral
unity is broken in sunder by the conflict between political
aims, when the masses, who in an impetuous on rush have secured
freedom, blindly follow demagogues inspired solely
interest.

by

self-

It seems to be an inevitable sequel of success in

such cases, that the nobler should stand aside in disillusionment, that the idealists should hold aloof while the selfseeking triumph.

He realized that the genuine strength of an

idea subsists only during its nonfulfilment.

Its true power

is in the hands of those who are not victorious; those to whom
the ideal is everything, success nothing.

Victory brings power,

and power is just to itself alone.
The play, therefore, is no longer a drama of the Revolution; it is the drama of the great revolutionist.

There

is struggle between ideas; struggle between personalities;
struggle betweer:l temperaments; struggle between persons of
different social origin.

Now that they are no longer united

as comrades by the compulsion of imminent danger, they recognize
their mutual incompatibilities.
in the hour of triumph.

The revolutionary crisis comes

The hostile armies have been crushed

18 Ibid., pp. 147-236.
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and scattered.

Now there arises in the Convention a battle

of all against all.

The characters are admirably delineated.

Danton is the good giant, sanguine, warm, and human, a hurricane in his passions but with no love of fighting for fight ...
ing's sake.

He has dreamed of the Revolution as bringing joy

to mankind and now sees that it has culminated in a new tyranny.

He is sickened by blood-shed, and he detests the but-

cher's work of the guillotine.

He longs for a frank natural-

ness, for an unsophisticated natural life.

Now the danger to

the republic is over, his passion has cooled; his love goes
out to woman, to the people, to happiness; he wishes others
to love him.

His revolutionar:v fervor has been the outcome

of an impulse towards freei:lom and justice; hence he is beloved
by the masses, who recognize in him the instinct which led
them to storm the Bastille, the same scorn of consequence,
the same marrow as their own.
them.

Robespierre is uncongenial to

He is too frigid, he is too much the lawyer,. to en-

list their sympathies.

Whilst Danton becomes every day more

and more nauseated by politics, the concentrate(!_ energy of
Robespierre's frigid temperament strikes ever closer towards
the centralized control of power.

Robespierre can no longer

see human bej_ngs, who for him are now hidden behind the theories, the laws, and, the dogmas of the new religion.

Not for

him, as for Danton, the goal of a happy and. free humanity.
What he desires is that men shall ·be virtuous as the slaves
o:f prescribed formulas.

The collision between Danton and
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Ro.bespierre upon the topmost summit of victory is in ultimate
anal~vsis

the collision between freedom and law, between the

elasticity of life and the rigidity of concepts.
overthrown.
his defense.

He is too

indo~ent,

Danton is

too heedless, too human in

But even as he falls it is plain that he will

drag his opponent after him down the precipice.
Whilst in

~

14 Juillet Rolland exhibits to his nation

the greatness of its powers; in Danton he depicts the danger
of its all too prompt relapse into passivity, the peril that
ever follows hard upon the heels of victory.
VIII.

Le triomphe

~eRE

~

TRIUIVCPH G:!P REASON

la raison is no more than a fragment

of the great fresco. The freedom of the spirit and the
freedom19 of the fatherland, has been destroyed by the Revolution; their foes are Frenchmen.

But the royalj_sts who

would help them are lilcewise their enemies; the English are
their country's foes.

Hence arises a conflict of conscience

which is powerfully portrayed.

Are they to be faithless to

thej.r ideal or to betray their country?

Are the;yr to be ci-

tizens of the spirit or citizens of France?
true to themselves or true to the nation?

Are they to be
Such is the fate-

ful d.eciElion with which they are confrontecl.

~J.lhey

choose

death, for they know that their ideal is immortal, that the
19 Romain Rolland, Trag~d.ies de ~ Ii1oi (Paris:
1913)' pp. 191-254.

Hachette,
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freedom of a nation is but the reflection of an inner freedom
which no foe can destroy.
For the first time, in this play, Rolland proclaims
his hostility to victory.
The drama is the opening of an ode to the free man,
to the hero of the spirit, the only hero whose heroism Rolland acknowledges.
outlined in

\lc

~'

The conception, which had been merely
begins here to take more definite shape.

Adam Lux, a member of the Mainz revolutionary club, who, animated by the fire of enthusiasm, has made his way to France
that he may live :for freedom, this first martyr to idealism, is the first messenger from the land of

~

Christophe.

The struggle of the free man for the undying fatherland,
which is above and beyond the land of his birth, has begun.
This is the struggle wherein the vanquished is ever the
victor, and wherein he is the strongest who fights alone.
IX.

THE WOIJVES

In""''JO~ triomphe de la raison, men to whom conscience
is supreme were confronted with a vital decision.

They had

to choose betvveen their country and freedom, between the interests of the nation and those of the supernational spirit.
~

loups embodies a variation of the same theme.

Here the

cho:i.ce has to be made between the fatherland and justice.

Lea,~.:ue

20 Romain Rolland, Vfolves (Washington:
of America, 1918), pp. 596-636.

The Drama
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The subject has already been mooted in Danton.
Robespierre and his henchmen decide upon the execution of
Danton.

They demand his immediate arrest and condemnation.

Saint~Just,

passionately opposed to Danton, makes no ob-

jection to the prosecution but insists that all must be done
in due form of law.

Robespierre, aware that delay will give

the victory to Danton, wishes the law to be infringed.
In
gedy.

~

loups, we have the obverse of the same

tra~

Here is depicted a man who would rather sacrifice

himself than the law.

Teulier, the man of learning, knows

that his enemy d'Oyron has been unjustly accused of treachery.

Though he realizes that the case is hopeless and that

he is wasting his pains, he undertakes to defend d'Oyron
against the patriotic savagery of the revolutionary soldiers,
to whom victory is the only argument.
This tragedy of a conflict recurring throughout the
ages, one which every individual has forced upon him in wartime through the need for choosing between his responsibilities
as a free moral agent and as an obedient citizen of the state,
was the reflection of the actual happenings during the days
when it was written. In ~ lou:ps,. ·che Dreyfus affair 2lis
emblematj.cally presented in masterly fashion.

Dreyfus the Jew

is typified by an aristocrat, the member of a suspected and
detested social stratum.

Picquart, the defender of Dreyfus,

21 Butler, ! History of :&"~rench Literature (:tondon:
Methuen and Company, 1923), p. 292.
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is Teulier.

The aristocrat's enemies represent the French

general head-quarters staff, who would rather perpetuate an injustice once committed than allow the honor of the army to be
tarnished or confidence in the army to be undermined.

Upon

a narrow stage, and yet with effective pictorial force, in this
tragedy of army life was compressed the whole of the history
which was agitating France from the presidential palace down to
the humblest working-class dwelling.
X.

A DAY WILL COME

Once only has Rolland been tempted to resume dramatic
composition.

The new drama deals in actual fact with the

only 22 authority Rolland recognizes:

conscience, the conscience

of the individual and the conscience of the world.
Le temps

viendr~

is the third, the most impressive

variation upon the earlier theme, depicting the cleavage between conviction and dt1ty, citizenship and htlmanity, the national man and the free man.

It is a war drama of the con-

science staged. amid a war in the material world.
~

In Le triomehe

la raison, the problem was one of freedom verst1s the fa-

therland; in Les loups it was one of jllstice.

Here we have a

yet loftier variation of the theme; the conflict of conscience,
of eternal trllth, verst1s the fatherland.

The chief figure,

though not spiri tuall,V the hero of the peace, is Clifford,
22 Stefan Zweig, Romain Holl.and (New York:

1921)' pp. 119-122.

Sel tzar,
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leader of the invading army.
what war is just?

He is waging an unjust war--and

But he wages it with a strategist's brain;

his heart is not in the work.

He knows how much rottenness

there is in war; he knows that war cannot be effectively
waged without hatred for the enemy; but he is too cultured
to hate.

He knows that it is impossible to carry on war

without falsehood; impossible to kill without infringing the
principles of humanity; impossible to create military justice,
since the whole aim of war is unjust.

He knows this with

one part of his being, which is the real Olifford; but he
has to repudiate the knowledge with the other part of his
being, the professional soldier.
iron ring of contradictions.

He is confined within an

It is impossible to gain the

victory without doing wrong, yet who can command an army
if he lack the will to conquer?

Clifford must serve that

will, even while he despises the force which his duty compels
him to use.

He cannot be a man unless he thinlcs, and yet he

cannot remain a soldier while preserving his humanity.

Vain-

ly does he seelr to mitigate the brutalities of his task;
fruitlessly does he endeavor to do good amid the bloodshed
which issues from his orders.
XI.

CONCLUSION

The ears of the people were deaf.
seemed to have been fruitless.

Rolland's work

Not one of the dramas was

played for more than a few nights.

Most of them were buried
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after a single performance, slain by the hostility of the
critics and the indifference of the crowd.

Futile, too, had

been the struggles of Rolland and his friends on behalf of
the people's theater.

The government to which they had ad-

dressed an appeal :for the founding of a popular theater in
Paris paid little attention.
The essence of Rolland's plays must in one way or another have conflicted with the age in which they were written.
In actual fact, these dramas were penned in deliberate opposition to the dominant literary mode.

Naturalism, the re-

presentation of reality, simultaneously mastered and oppressed the time, leading back with intent into the narrows, the
trivialities, of everyday life.
aspired towards greatness.

Rolland, on the other hand,

He aimed at a soaring flight, at

a winged freedom of sentiment, at exuberant energy; he was a
romanticist and an idealist.

Whilst other writers were en-

deavoring to portray every day occurrences with the utmost
fideli t~y-, his aim was to represent the rare, the sublime,
the heroic, the seeds of eterni t;;r that fall from heaven to
germinate on earth.

He was not allured by life as it is,

but by life freely interpenetrated with spirit and with will.
All his dramas, therefore, are pro-blem plays, wherein the
characters are but the expression of theses.
living figure, is the primary thing.

The idea, not the

Rolland's heroes are

not impelled to action by the force of circrunstances but are
ll'trea. to action by the fascination of their own thoughts.
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When to the eye of the realist they are vanquished, when
~

~

plunges into death, when Saint Lou.is is consumed by

fever, when the heroes of the Revolution stride to the
guillotine, when Clifford and Owen fall victims to violence,
the tragedy of their mortal lives is transfigured by the
heroism of their martyrdom, by the unity and purity of
realized ideals.
On the other hand, the problems with which Rolland's
plays were concerned .could never awaken the interest of a
bourgeoisle public, for they were political, ideal, heroic,
revolutionary problems.

Rolland's dramas leave the erotic

problem untouched, and this damns them for a modern audience.
The tragedy and the greatness of Rolland's plays lies
in this, that they came a generation before their

da~v.

These

dramas were aimed in an hour when peace still ruled the world
at the center of our contemporary consciousness, which was
then still unwoven by the looms of time.

OHAPTER IV
HffiROIC BIOGRAPHIES

I.

INTRODUCTION

Rolland recognizes that there is.another greatness,
a profounder greatness, than1 that of action~ the greatness
of suffering.

Unthinkable would be a Rolland who did not

draw fresh faith from all experience, however painful; unthinkable one who failed, in his own suffering, to be mindful of the sufferings of others.

As a sufferer, he extends

a greeting to all sufferers on earth.

Instead of a fellow-

ship of enthusiasm, he now looks for a brotherhood of the
lonel,v ones of the world., as he shows them the meaning and.
the grandeur of all sorrow.

In this new circle, the nether-

most of fate, he turns to noble examples.

Life is hard.

It is a continuous struggle for all those who cannot come to
terms with mediocrity.

For the most part it is a painful

struggle, lacking sublimity, lacld.ng haP.r?iness • fought in
solitude and. silence.

Oppressecl by poverty, by domestic

cares, by crushing and gloomy tasks demanding an aimless
expenditure of energy, joyless and hopeless, most people
work in isolation, without even the comfort of being able to
stretch forth a hand to their brothers in misfortune •. To
build. these bridges between man and man, between suffering
and suffering, is now Rolland's task.

To the nameless

1 Stefan Zweig, Romain Rolla.nd (New York:
1921). p. 135.

Seltzer,
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sufferers, he wishes to show those in whom personal sorrow
was transmuted to become gain for millions yet to come.
It was in this spirit, for his own good and for the
consolation of his unknown brothers in sorrow, that Rolland
undertook the composition of the heroic biographies. He
has 2done useful work as musical critic and historian, with
lives of Beethoven, Michel-Angelo, Handel, and also Tolstoy.
What does Rolland mean by a hero?

He does not think

of those who lead the masses, wage victorious wars, kindle
revolutions; he does not refer to men of action or to those
whose thoughts engender action.

True greatness is for him

to be found only in solitude, in struggle waged by the individual against the unseen.
A hero does not fight for the petty achievements of
life, for success, for an idea in which all can participate;
he fights for the whole, for life itself.

Whoever turns his

back on the struggle because he dreads to be alone, is a
weakling who shrinks from suffering; he is one who with a
mask of artifj_cial beauty would conceal from himself the
tragedy of mortal life; he is a liar.

True heroism is that

which faces realities.
Suffering is not the great man's goal.

But it is his

ordeal; the needful filter to effect purification.

Suffer-

ing does not suffice 'by itself to produce grea·tness; we need

2 Ohurchman & Young, French Literature (New York:
The Century Company, 1928), p. 236.
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to have achieved a triumph over suffering.

He who is broken

by the distresseB of life, and still more he who shirks the
trouble~

of life, is stamped with the imprint of defeat, and

even his noblest work will bear the marks of this overthrow.
None but he. who rises from the depths, can bring a message
to the heights of the spirit; paradise must be reached by a
path that leads through purgatory.

Each must discover this

path for himself; but the one who strides along it with head
erect is a leader and can lift others into his own world.
To such lofty outlooks Rolland wishes to lead the sufferers who are still in the darkness of torment.

He desires

to show them the heights where suffering grows one with nature and where struggle becomes heroic.
II.

BJ~l~THOVEN

3

Beethoven, the master of masters, is the first figure sculptured on the heroic frieze of the invisible temple.
From Rolland's earliest years, since his beloved mother had
initiated him into the magic world of music, Beethoven had
been his teacher.

B;v degrees the admiring pupil came to feel

a desire for close acquaintance with the earthly existence
of the object of his veneration.

Journeying to Vienna, he

saw there the room in the House of the Black Spaniard, since
demolished, where the great musician passed away during a
3 Romain Rolland, Beethoven (New York:
Brothers, 1929), pp. 25-432.

Harper and
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storm.
ival.

At :Mainz, in 1901, he attended the Beethoven festIn Bonn he saw the garret in which the messiah of the

language without words was born.

It was a shock to him to

find in what narrow straits this universal genius had passed his days.

He P,erused letters and. other documents con-

veying the cruel history of Beethoven's daily life, the life
from which the musician, stricken with deafness, took refuge
in the music of the inner, the imperishable universe.
After the visit to Bonn, Rolland wrote an article for
A

the Revue de Paris 'entitled Les fetes

~

Beethoven.

Rolland

wished not once again to expound the musician to musicians
but to reveal the hero to humanity at large; not to recount
the pleasure experienced on hearing Beethoven's music, but
to give utterance to the poignancy of his own feelings.

He

desired to show forth Beethoven the hero, as the man who,
after infinite suffering, composed the greatest hymn of
m~nkind,

the divine exultation of the Ninth Symphony.

Man,v have extolled his greatness as an artist, ·out
he is far more than the first of all musicians.

He is the

heroic energy of modern art, the greatest and best friend
of all who Sll:ffer and atl'llggle.

When we mo11rn over the sorrows

of the world, he comes to our solace.

It is as if he seated

himself at the piano in the room of a bereaved mother, comforting her with the wordless song of resignation.

When

we are wearied by the unending and fruitless struggle against mediocrity in vice and in virtue, what an unspeakable
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delight is it to plu.nge once more into this ocean of will
and faith.

He radiates the contagion of courage, the joy

of combat, the intoxication of spirit which God himself
feels.

What victory is comparable to this?
He lets the master speak from his own life.

He re-

counts the confes::;ion of faith of the sublime pagan.

He

quotes letters showing the kindliness which the great musician vainly endeavored to hide behind an assumed acerbity.
Never before had the universal humanity in Beethoven ·been
brought so near to the sight of our generation, never before
had the heroism of this lonely life been so magnificently
displayed for the encouragement of countless observers, as
in this little book. with its appeal to enthusiasm, the greatest and most neglected of human qualities.
The book was not a literary triumph; the newspapers
were silent; the critics ignored it.

But unknown strangers

won happiness from its pages; they passed lt from hand to
hand; a mystical sense of gratitude for the first time formed a bond of union among persons reverencing the name of
Rolland.

The unhappy have an ear delica·tely attuned to the

notes of consolation.
by

While they would have been repelled

a superficial optimism, they were receptive to the pass-

ionate sympathy which they found in the pages of Holland's
Beethoven.

The book did not bring its author success; but

it brought something better, a public which henceforward
paid cloBe attention to his work, and accompanied

~
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Christophe in the first steps toward celebrity.
IvliCHJTILANGELO

III.

Beethoven is for 4Rolland the most typical of the controllers of sorrow.

Born to enjoy the fullness of life, it

seemed to be his mission to reveal its beauties.

Then des-

tiny, ruining the sense organ of music, incarcerated him in
the prison of deafness.

But his spirit discovered a new

language; in the darkness he made a great light, composing
the

~

1£

~

whose strains he was unable to hear.

Bod-

ily affliction, however, is but one of the many forms of
suffering which the heroism of the will can conquer.

Suf-

fering is infinite, and displays itself in myriad ways.
Sometimes it arises from the blind things of tyranny, coming as poverty, sickness, the injustice of fate, or the
wickedness of men; sometimes its deepest cause lies in the
sufferer's own nature.
Such was the tragedy of Michelangelo.

His trouble

was not a sudden stroke of misfortune in the flower of his
days.

The affliction was inborn.

From the first dawning

of his consciousness, the worm of discontent was gnawing
at his heart, the worm which grew with his growth throu.ghout the eighty years of his life.
ed with melancholy.

All his feeling was ting-

Never do we hear from him, as we so

4 Romain Rolland, ~Hchangelo (New York:
Company, 1915)., pp. 7-189.
··
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often hear from Beethoven, the golden call of joy.

But

his greatness lay in this, that he bore his sorrows like a
cross.

Beethoven is the hero as artist, and.still more the

hero as man; Michelangelo is only the hero as artist.

As

man, Michelangelo is the vanquished, unloved ·because he does
not give himself up to love, unsatisfied because he has
no longing for joy.

He is the saturnine man, born under a

gloomy star, one who does not

strugp~l e

against melancholy,

but rather cherishes it, toying with his own depression.
The most striking5thing about his nature was that it
was composed of hostile worlds; a brutal materialism and
serene idealism, an infatuation with pagan strength and
beauty and a Ohri.stian mysticism; a mixture of physical
violence and intellectual abstraction; a platonic soul in
an athlete's body.

Tha·t indissoluble union of opposing

forces which undoubtedl;v caused part of his suffering was
also the cause of his unique greatness.

VVe feel that the

supreme balance of his art is the result of a fierce struggle, and it is the sense of that struge;le which gives to
the work its heroic character.
6

No one ever struggled more fiercely than this man,
who ceaselessly tormented himself and 'Nept at losing his
time uselessly whlle he was working at the ceiling of the
5 Ibid., p. 143.
6 Ibid., p. 162.
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Sistine Chapel, who wrought with his blood. the beings whom
he created and was dissatisfied with his sublime creations
at the moment of finishing them and left them incomplete.
Rolland feels that Michelangelo's life embraces a
great heroism, but cannot give direct consolation to those
who suffer.

In this case, the one who lacks is not able to

come to terms with destiny by his own strength, for he needs
a mediator beyond this life.

He needs God, the refuge of

all those who do not make a success of life here below.
Faith which is apt to be nothing other than laclc of faith
in life, in the future, in oneself; a lack of courage; a
lack of joy.

We know upon how many defeats this painful

victory· is up·builded.

Rolland here admires a work, and a

sublime melancholy; but he does so with sorrowful compassion, and not with the intoxicating ardor inspired in him
by the triumph of Beethoven.

Michelangelo is chosen

merely as an example of the amount of :pain that may have to
·be endured in our mortal lot.

His example displays treat-

ness, but greatness that conveys a warning.

Who conquers

pain in producing such work, is in truth a victor.

Yet only

half a victor for it does not suffice to endure life.
must, this is the highest heroism, know 1 ife, and

~y-et

We
love

it.
IV.
~olstoy

'l10I.. STOY

typifies for Rolland a third form of heroic
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Beethoven•s 7 infirmity.came .as a stroke of fate

suffering.

in mid career.

Michelangelo's sad destiny was inborn.

Tolstoy deliberately chose his own lot.
of happiness :promised enjoyment.

All the externals

He was in good health,

rich, independent, famous; he had home., wife, and children.
But the heroism of the man without cares·lies in this, that
he makes cares fo;r himself, through d.oul)t as to the best way
to live.

What plagued Tolstoy was his conscience, his

exorable demand for truth.

in~

He thrust aside the freedom from

care, 'the low aims, the petty joys, of insincere beings.
Whilst lviichelangelo believes himself to see a divine
life above this human life, Tolstoy sees a genuine life behind the casual life of everyday, and to attain to the fo.rmer he destroys the latter.

The most celebrated artist in

.IDurope throws away his art, like· a knight throwing away his
sword, to walk bare-headed along the penitent's path; he
breaks family ties; he undermines his days and his nights
with fanatical quest ions.

Do'Nn to the last hour of his life

he is at war with himself, as he seeks to make peace with
his conscience; he is a fighter for the invisible, that
invisible which means so much more than happiness, joy, and
God; a fighter for the ultimate truth which he can share
vvi th no one.
This heroic struggle is waged, like that of Beethoven
7 Romain Rolland, Tolstoy (New York:
Company, 1911), pp. 2-321.

Dutton and.

i
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and Iviichelangelo, in terrible isolation, is waged like theirs
in airless spaces.

His wife, his children, his friends, his

enemies, all fail to understand him.

They consider him a

Don Quixote, for they cannot see the opponent with whom he
wrestles, the opponent who is himself.
solace; none can help him.

None can bring him

Merely that he may die at peace,

he has to flee from his comfortable home on a bitter night
in winter, to perish like a beggar by the wayside.

Always

at this supreme altitude to which mankind looks yearningly
up, the atmosphere is ice-bound and lonely.

Those who create

for all must do so in solitude, each one of them a savior
nailed to the cross, each suffering for a different faith;
and yet suffering every one of them for all mankind.
V.

Tffi"1 UNWRITT1nN

J3IOGRA~I?HIES

On the cover of 8 the Beethoven, the first of Rolland's
biographies, was an announcement of the lives of a number of
heroic personalities.

There was to ·be a life of Mazzini.

W'i th the aid of Malwida von Meysenbug, who had kno·wn the
great revoltltionist, Rolland had been collecting relevant
docwnents for years.

Among other biographies, there was to

be one of General Roche; and one of the great utopist, Thomas
Paine.

The original scheme embraced lives of many other

spiritual heroes.

Not a few of the biographies had already

8 Stefan Zweig, Romain Rolland (New York:
1921), pp. 150-153.

Seltzer,
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been outlined in the author's mind.

Above all, in his riper

years, Rolland designed at one time to give a picture of the
restfu.l world in which Goethe moved; to pay a tribute of
thanks to Shakespeare; and to discharge the debt of friendship to one little known to the world, Nialwida von Meysenbug.
These

~

des hommes illustres have remained unwritten.

The only biographical studies produced by Rolland during the
ensuing years were those of a more scientific character, deal ..
ing with Handel and Millet.

The abandonment of the scheme

was the outcome of the author's own moral conviction.

The

historian in him had come to recognize that his most intimate
energy, truth, was not reconcilable with the desire to create
enthusiasm.

In the single instance of Beethoven it had been

possible to preserve historical accuracy and still to bring
solace, for here the soul had been lifted towards joy b;v the
very spirit of music.

In Michelangelo's case a certain strain

had been felt in the attempt to present as a conqueror of the
world this man who was a prey to inborn melancholy, who, working in stone, was himself petrified to marble.

J~ven

Tolstoy

was a herald ra·ther of trne life, than of rj.ch and enthralling
life, life worth living.

¥fuen, finally, Rolland came to deal

with Mazzini, he realized as he sympathetically· stndied the
embitterment of the forgotten patriot in old age, that it
wonld either be necessary to falsify the record if edification were to be derived from this biography, or else by recording the truth, to provide readers with further grounds
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for depression.

He recognized that there are tru.ths which

love for mankind must lead us to conceal.

Of a sudden he

has personal experience of the conflict, of the tragical
dilemma, which Tolsto;v had had to face.

He became aware

of the dissonance between his pitiless vision which enabled
him to see all the horror of reality, and his compassionate
heart which made him d.esir·e to veil these horrors and retain his readers' affection.
Justice to himself, justice to those whose names he
honored, veneration for the truth, compassion for his fellows-all these combined to arrest his half-completed design.
land laid aside the heroic biographies.

Rol-

CHAPTER V
MUSICAJJ WORKS

I.

MUSICIANS OF TODAY

Berlioz
1

It may seem a paradox to say that no musician is so
little known as Berlioz.

The world thinks it knows him.

noisy fame surrounds his person and his work.

A

His chief

compositions are often played at concerts; and some of them
have the rare qtlali ty of appealing both to the c ul tul·ed and
the crowd; a few have even reached great popularity.

Works

have been dedicated to him, and he himself has been described and criticised by many writers.

He is popular even to

his face; for his face, like his music, was so striking and
singular that it seemed to show you his character at a glance.
No clouds hide his mind and its creations, whi.ch, unlike
Wanger's, need no initiation to be understood; they seem to
have no hidden meaning, no subtle mystery; one is instantly
their friend or their enemy, for the first i.IJ:lpression is a
lasting one.
That is the worst of it; people imagine that they
understand .Berlioz with so very little trouble.

Obscurity

of meaning may harm an artist less :than a seeming transparency; to be shrouded in mist may mean remaining long
1 Romain Rolland, Musicians .Q.! Today (New York:
Henry Holt and Company, 1914} , pp. 1..;.64.
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misunderstood, but those who wish to understand will at
least be thorough in their search for the truth.

It is

not always realised how depth and complexity may exist in a
work of clear design and strong contrasts.
To get at the man himself one must break down a wall
of prejudice and pedantry, of convention and intellectual
snobbery.

In short, one must shake off nearly all current

ideas about his work if one wishes to extricate it from the
dust' that has drifted about it for half a century.
Above all, one must not make the mistake of contrasting Berlioz with Wagner, either by sacrificing Berlioz to
that Germanic Odin, or by forcibl;y trying to reconcile one
to the other.

]1 or there are some who condemn Berli9z in

the name of Wagner's theories; and others who, not liking
the sacrifice, seek to mruce him a forerunner of Wanger, or
kind of elder brother, whose mission was to clear a way and
prepare a road for a genius greater than his own.
is more false.

Nothing

Though Wagner may have learnt something from

Berlioz, the two composers have nothing in common; their
genius and their art are absolutely opposed; each one has
ploughed his furrow in a different field.
2
Berlioz is the most illusive of men, and no one has
helped more than he to mislead people in their estimate of
him.

We know how much he has written about music and about

his own life and what wit and understanding he shows in his
2 Ibid., p. 5.
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shrewd critic isms ancl charming Ivr{mo ires •

One would think

that such an imaginative and skilful writer, accustomed in
his profession of critic to express every shade of feeling,
would be able to tell us more exactly his ideas of art than
a Beethoven or a Mozart.

But it is not so.

As too much

light may blind the vision, so too much intellect may hinder
the understanding.

Berlioz's mind spent itself in details;

it reflected light from too many :face·ts, and did not focus
itself in one strong beam which would have made known his
power.

He did not know how to dominate either his life or

his v.rork; he did not even try to dominate them.

He was the

incarnation of· romantic genius, an unrestrained force, unconscious of the road he trod.

He lived with his emotions

as uncertainly as he lived with his art.
in his

criticism~

In his music, as

of music, he often contradicts himself,

hesitates, and turns back; he is not sure either of his
feelings or his thoughts.

He has poetry in his soul, and

strives to vvrite operas; but his admiration wavers between
Gluck and Meyerbeer.
the peo·ple.

He has a popular genius, but despises

He is a daring musical revolu.tionary, but he

allows the control of this musical movement to be taken from
him by anyone who wishes to have it.

Worse than that:

he

disowns the movement, turns his back upon the future, and
throws himself again into the past.
3

often he does not know.

For what reason?

Passion, bitterness, caprice,

Very
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wounded pride--these have more influence with him than the
serious things of life.

He is a man at war with himself.

Life seemed desirous that Berlioz should be steeped
in suffering; and his misfortunes were so real that it would
be unnecessary to add to them any exaggerations that history
has handed down to us.
4

People find fault with Berlioz's continual complaints.
But a careful examination of facts shows the stifling mediocrity and hardship of his life.
In spite of all this material misery and the sorrow
of being misunderstood, people speak of the glory he enjoyed.

What did his compeers think of him--at least, those

who called themselves such?

He knew that Mendelssohn, whom he

loved. and esteemed, and who styled himself his ngood friend,
despised him and did not recognise his genius.

In France,

the young Gounod lavished flattering words upon him, but
spent his time in finding fault with his compositions, or in
trying to supplant him at the theatre.
Damnation~

He died before the

Faust was appreciated in J.!'rance, although it

was the most remarkable musical composition France had produced.
Berlioz saw all those he loved die one after the
other:
. Reo io.

his fatlter, his mother, Henrietta Smithson, Marie
Then only his son Jjouis remained.

He war:; the cap-

tain of a merch!lnt vessel; a clever, good-hearted boy, but
4~., p. 17.

n
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restless and nervous, irresolute and unhappy, like his father.
Then Louis died in far-away seas.
He was now5alone. There were no more friendly voioes;
all that he heard was a hideous duet between loneliness and
weariness, sung in his ear durlng the bustle of the

da~y

and

in the silence of the night.
But though there is hardly anyone that Berlioz does
not irritate or attract, he always strikes people by his
impetuous ardour, his glowing romance, and hif:1 seething
imagination, all of which makes and will continue to make
his work one of the most pioturesg_ue mirrors of his age.
His frenziecl force of ecstasy and despair, his fulness of
love and hatred, his perpetual thirst for life--these are
the qualities that stir up the crowds in Benvenuto and the
armies in the Damnation, that shake earth, heaven, and hell,
and are never quenched, b11t remain devouring and passionate
even when the subject is far removed from passion, and yet
also express sweet and tender sentiments and the deepest
calm.
Bt:tt this genius had other characteristics 1JVhich are
less well known, though they are not less unusual.

The

first is his sense of pure beauty.
Not enough attention has been dra\1\ffi to the classical
nobtlity from which Berlioz's art so spontaneously springs.
5 Ibid.; p. 21.
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It is not fully acknowledged that he was, of all nineteenthcentury musicians, the one who had in the highest degree
the sense of plastic beauty.

Nor do people always recognise

that he was a writer of sweet and flowing melodies.
Now to come to Berlioz's 6great originality, an
originali t,y which is rarel;y· spoken of, though it makes him
more than a great musician, more than the successor of
Beethoven, or, as some call him, the forerunner of Wagner.
It is an originalj.ty that entitles him t_o 'be known, even
more fitly than 1ffagner himself, as the creator of nan art of
the future," the apostle of a new musi.c, which even to-day
has hardly made itself felt.
Berlioz is original in a double sense.

By the extra-

ordinary complexity of his genius he touched the two oppo ...
site poles of his art, and showed us two entirely different
aspects of music--that of a great popular art, and that of
music made free.
He o:pened out some magnificent roads for Art.

He

has shown the music of ll1 ranc e the way in which her genius
should tread; he has shown her possibilities she had never
before dreamed of.

He has given us a music&utterance at

once truthful and expressive, free from foreign traditions,
coming from the depths of our being, and reflecting our
spirit.

He has laid the strong foundation of a national

and popular music for the greatest republic in Europe.
6 Ibid., p. 43.
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Wagner
In Rolland's opinion, Siegfried. in spirit 7and in
form, stands alone in \Vagner' s work.

It breathes perfect

health and. happiness, and it overflows with gladness.

Only

Dis Meistersinger rivals it in merriment, though even there
one does not find such a nice balance of poetry and music.
And Siegfried rouses one's admiration the more when
one thinks that it was the offspring of sickness and suffering.

The time at which Wagner wrote it was one of the sadd-

est in his life.

It often happens so in art.

One goes as-

tray in trying to interpret an artist's life by his work,
for it is exceptional to find one a counterpart of the other.
It is more likely tha·t an artist's work will express the
opposite of his life--the things that he did not experience.
The o'bj ect of art is to fill up what is missing in the
artist's experience.
The first ideas of Siegfried were contemporary with
the Revolution of 1848, which Wagner took- part in with the_
same enthusiasm he put into everything else.

It was out of

the Revolution itself that Siegfried directly sprang.
The quality that touched Rolland most deeply in
Tristan is the evidence of honesty and sincerity in a man
who was treated by his enemies as a charlatan tha·t used
superficial and grossly material means to arrest and amaze
7 Ibid., P.P• '71-96.
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the public eye.

What drama is more sober or more disdain-

ful of exterior effect than Tristan?
almost carried to excess.

Its restraint is

Wagner rejected any picturesque

episode in it that was irrelevant to his subject.

The man

who carried all Nature in his imagination, who at his will
M

made the storms of the Walkure rage, or the soft light of
Good Friday shine, would not even depict a bit of the sea
rov.nd the vessel in the first act.

It pleased him to en-

close this terrible drama within the four walls of a
chamber of tragedy.

There are hardly any choruses; there is

nothing to distract one's attention from the mystery of
human souls; there are only two real parts--those of the
lovers; and if there is a third, it belongs to·Destiny,
into whose hands the victims are delivered.
seriousness there is in this love play.

What a fine

Its passion re-

mains sombre and stern; there is no laughter in it, only
a belief which is almost religious, more religi.ouB perhaps
in its sincerity than that of Parsifal.
It is a lesson for 8dramatists to see a man supressing all frivolous trifling and empty episodes in order to
concentrate his subject entirely on the inner life of two
living souls.

In that Wagner is our master, a better,

stronger, and more profi ta.ble master to follow, in spite
of his mistakes, than all the other literary and d.ramatic
authors of his

ti~e.

-.

8 Ibid., p. 95.
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Saint-Sa~ns
.

\\

9

The significance of Saint-Saens in art is a double
one, for one must judge him from the inside as well as the
outside of France.

He stands :for something exceptional in

French music, something which was almost unique until just
lately; that is, a great classical spirit and a fine breadth
of musical culture--German culture, we must sa:y, since the
foundation of all modern art rests on the German classics.
French music of the nineteenth century is rich in clever
artists, imaginative writers of melody, and skilful dramatists;
but it is poor in true musicians, and in good and solid workmanship.
He has written excellent music in all styles--the
Grecian style, and that of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and
eighteenth centuries.

His compositions are of' every kind:

masF.Jes, grand operas, light operas, cantatas, symphonies,
symphonic poems; music :for the orchestra, the organ, the
piano, the voice, and chamber music.
In Germany, however, they make no mistake about
him.

There, the name of Camille Saint-Sa~ns stands for

the French classical spirit.

"

Saint-Saens possesses,

indeed, some of the best qualities of a French artist,
and among them the most irn:f?ortant quality of all--perfect
clearness of conception.

It is remarkable how little this

9 Ibid., pp. 99-111.
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learned artist is bothered by his learning and how free
he is from all pedantry.

Pedantry is the plague of Ger-

man art, and the greatest men have not escaped it.
Sometimes Saint-siens reminded Rolland of one of
the eighteenth-century writers. Not a writer10 of the
Encyclop(die,

nor one of Rousseau's camp, but rather of

Voltaire's school.

He has a clearness of thought, an

elegance and precision of expression, and a quality of
mind that make his music not only noble, but ver;y noble,
as coming of a fine race and distinguished family.
His love and need of liberty is also of the eighteenth century.
passion.

One may say that liberty is his only

His thoughts are unfettered and full of love

for humanity and a sense of the responsibility of the
individual.
His most characteristic mental trait seems to be
a languid melancholy, which has its source in a rather
bitter feeling of the futility of life; and this is
accompanied by fits of weariness which are not altogether
healthy, followed by capricious moods and nervous gaiety,
and a freakish liking for burlesque and mimicry.
And so we find that Saint-S~~ns has taken part in
the vigorous attempt of modern German symphony writers
to bring into music some of the power of the other arts;
poetry, painting, philosophy, romance, drama--the whole of
10

~.,

p. 102.

h_
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life.
His delicacy of touch, his careful moderation,
his happy grace, which enters the soul by a thousand little
paths, bring with them the pleasures of beautiful speech
and honest thought; and we cannot but feel their charm.
His music strikes us by its calm, its tranquil harmonies,
its velvety modulations, its crystal clearness, its
smooth and flowing style, and an elegance that cannot be
put into words.

·mven his classic coldness does us good

by its reaction against the exaggerations, sincere as
they are, of the new school.
Richard Strauss
Richard Strauss is both a poet and a.1 lmusicia.n.
These two natures live together in him, and each strives
to get the better of the other.

The balance is not

always well maintained; but when he does succeed in
keeping it by sheer force of will ·the union of these two
talents, directed to the same end, produces an effect
more powerful than any known since Wagner's time.

Both

natures have their source in a mind filled with heroic
thoughts--a rarer possession than a talent for either
music or poetry.

There are other great musicians in

Europe; but Strauss is something more than a great musician, for he is able to create a hero.
11 Ibid., pp. 142-167.

--------
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V'lhen one considers the music of Strauss, one immediately notices the diversity of his style.

The North

and the South mingle; and in his melodies one feels the
attraction of the sun.

Perha:_ps one of the greatest charms

of Strauss's art is that we are able to watch the rent
in the dark clouds of German polyphony and see shine
through it the smiling line -of an Italian coast and the
gay dancers on its shore.
analogy.

This is not merely a vague

It would ·be easy, if idle, to not ice unmistaka.ble

reminiscences of France and Italy even in Strauss's most
advanced works.
Strauss's art, one of the most literary and descriptive in existence, is strongly distinguished from others
of the same kind by the solidarity of its musical fabric,
in which one feels the true musician--a musician brought
up on the great masters, and a classic in spite of everything.
And so throughout that music a strong unity is felt
among the unrul,y and often incongruous elements.

Its

unity is not a matter of what he feels, but a matter of
what he wishes.

His entation is much less interesting to

him than his will, and it is less intense, and often quite
devoid of any personal character.
Claude Debussy
It is said that Romain Rolland understood Strauss,
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butl 2he had less enthusiasm for Debussy.
The first performancel3of P~lleas et n~lisande in
Paris was a very notable event in the history of l!,rench
music.

,_.

/

The success of Pelleas et lvielisande is due to many
things.

Some of them are trivial, such as fashion, which

has certainly played its part here as it has in all other
successes, though it is a relatively weak part; some of
them are more important, and arise from something innate
in the spirit of French genius; and there are also moral
and aesthetic reasons for its success, and, in the widest
sense, purely musical reasons.
In speaking of the moral reasons 14 of the success of,
:Ptlleas et ~lisande, one's attention should be drawn to a
form of thought which is not confined to France, but which
is common nowdays in a section of the more distinguished
members of
in

P~lleas

I~i.tropean

§.1

society, and which has found expression

M~lisande.

The atmosphere in which lviaeter-

linck's drama moves makes one feel the melancholy resignation of the will to Fate.

We are shown that nothing can

change the order of events; that, despite our proud illusions,
'
12 Fortunat,strowski, Litterature Franiaise §£
Siecle et ~XX Siecle (Paris: Librairie Ola sique
Delaflane), pp. 1-702.
13

Roll~nd,

Q£.

£11••

14 Ibid., p. 234.

pp. 234-245.
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we are not master of ourselves, but the servant of unknown
and irresisti'ble foroes, whioh direot the whole tragicomedy of our lives.

We are told that no man is responsible

for what he likes and what he loves--that is if he knows
what he likes and loves--and that he lives and dies without
knowing why.
~hese

fatalistic ideas, reflecting the lassitude of

the intellectual aristocracy of 'Europe, have been

wonderful:~¥

translated into music by Debussy; and when you feel the
poetic and sensual charm of the music, the ideas become
fascinating and intoxicating, and their spirit is very infectious.

For there is in all music an hypnotic power whioh

is able to reduce the mind to a state of voluptuous submission.

"""'
The cause of the artistic success of Pelleas

!i

M~lisande is of a more specially French character, and marks
a reaction that is at once legitimate, natural, and inevitable.
De·bussy' s strength lies in the methods by which he
has approached the ideal of muBical temperateness and disinterestedness, and in the way he has placed his genius as
a com:poser at the service of the drama.

He haB never sought

to dominate Maeterlinok's poem, or to swallow it up in a
torrent of musj.c; he has made it so much a part of himself
that at the present time no Frenchman is able to thinl{ of
a passage in the play without Debussy's music singing at the
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same time within hlm.
As Debussy's art only attempts to give the impression
of the moment, without troublingl 5 itself with what may come
after, it is free from care and takes its fill in the enjoyment of the moment.

In the garden of harmonies it se-

lects the most beautiful flowers; for sincerity of expression takes a second place with it, and its first idea is to
please.

In this again it interprets the aesthetic sensual-

ism of the French race, which seeks pleasure in art and does
not willingly admit ugliness, even when it seems to be justified

by

the needs of the drama and of truth •

.

No great musician is more j_ril.possible

16

to include

in the limits of one definition, or even of several, than
Handel.

It is a fact that he reached the complete mastery

of his style very early, although it was never reall,v fixed, and he never devoted himself to any one form of art.
It is even difficult to see a conscious and a logical
evolution in him.

His genius is not of the kind which

follows a single path, and forges right ahead until it
reaches its object.

For his aim is none other than to do

well whatever he undertook.

All ways are good to him--

-

15 Ibid., p.
241.
..
16 Homain Rolland, Hand~ (London:
1916)' pp. 111-192.

Broadway House,
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from hi13 early steps at the crossing of the ways, he dominated the country, and shed his light on all sides, without
laying siege to any particular part.

He is not one of those

who impose on life and art a volt:mtary idealism, either
violent or patient; nor is he one of those who inscribe in
the book o:f life the formula of their campaign.

He is of

the kinc1 who drink in the life universal, assimilating it
to themselves.

His artistic will is mainly objective.

genius adapts itself to a thousand images of passing

His

events~

to the nation, to the tj.mes in which he lived, even to the
fashions of his

da~y-.

It accommodates itself to the various

influences, ignoring all obstacles.

It weighs other styles

and other thoughts, but such is the povver of assimilation
and the prevailing equilibrium -of his nature that he never
feels submerged and overweighted by the mass of these
strange elements.

Everything is duly absorbed, controlled,

and classified.
He drew not only from the sources of learned and re~
fined music--the music 17 of musicians; but also drank deeply
:from the founts of popular music--that of the most simple
and rustic folk.

He loved the latter.

One finds notea.

down in his manuscripts the street cries of London.
was not an artist lost in introspection.
around him, he listened, and observed.

Handel

He watched all
Sight was for him

a source of inspiration, hardly of less importance than
17 ~ •• p. 120.
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hearing.
Handel was never a chUI'ch rnuk1ic ian, and he hardly
ever wrote for the church.

Apart from his Psalms and his

Te Deum. composed for the private chapels, and for exceptional events, he only wrote instrumental music for con...
ll

certs and for open-air fetes, for operas, and for those
so-called oratorios, which were really written for the
theatre.
Handel was too universal and too objective to
believe that one kind of art only was the true one.

He

believed in two kinds of music only, the good and the bad.
Apart from

th~Jt

he appreciated all styles.

Thus he has

left masterpieces in every style, but he did not open
any new way in opera for the simple reason that he went
a long way in nearly all paths already opened up.

Con-

stantly he experimented, invented, and always with his
singularly sure touch.

He seemed to have an extraordinary

penetrating knowledge in invention, ana. consequently few
artistic regions remained for him to conquer.
Although Handel was a great painter, he did not
work so much through the brilliancy, variety, and novelty
of his tone-colours as by the beauty of his designs, and
his effects of light and shade.

With a voluntarily

restrained palette, and by satisfying himself with the
sober colours of the strings, he yet was able to produce
surprising and thrilling effects.
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III.
Music

18

ESSAYS ON MUSIC

is only now beginning to take the place due

to it in general history.

It seems a strange thing that

concepts of the evolution of man's soul should have been
formed while one of the strongest expressions of that soul
has been ignored.

But we know what difficulty the other

arts have had in obtaining recognition in general history,
even when they were more favored and easier of approach
by the French mind.

Is it so long ago that this did not

apply to the history of literature and science and philosophy and, indeed, the whole of human thought?

Yet

the political life of a nation is only a superficial part
of its being; in order to learn its inner life--the source
of its actions--we must penetrate to its very soul by
way of its literature, its philosophy, and its art, where
the ideas, the passions, and the dreams of its people
are reflected.
Music perplexes those who have no feeling for it;
it seems to them an incomprehensible art, be;vond reason-

ing and having no connection with reality.

Vfuat help can

history possibly draw from that which is outside ordinary
matter and therefore outside history?
Well, first of all it is not true that music has

Allen,

18 Romain Rolland, Essays on Music (New York:
and Heath, 1948), pp-.-3-18.

:~own~
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so abstractl9a character, for she has an undoubted relationship with literature, with the theater, and with
the life of an epoch.

Thus no one can fail to see that

a history of opera will throw light on the ways and manners
of society.

Indeed, every form of music is allied with

some form of society and makes it easier to understand;
also, in many oases, the history of music is closely
connected with that of other arts.
It constantly happens that the arts influence one
another, that they intermingle, or that, as a result of
their natural evolution, they overflow their boundaries
and invade the domains of neighboring arts.

Now it is

music that would become painting, now painting that would
be music.
But the essence of the great interest of art lies
in the way it reveals the true feeling of the soul, the
secrets of its inner life, and the world of passion that
has long accumulated and fermented there before surging
up to the surface.

Very often, thanks to its depth and

spontaneity, music is the first indication of tendencies
which later translate themselves into works, and afterward into deeds.
Vfuat does the political history of Italy and Germany in the seventeenth century teach us?

A series of

court intrigues, of military defeats, of princely weddings,
19 Ibid., p. 5.
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of feastings, of miseries, and of one ruin after another.
How is one, then, to account for the miraculous resurrection
of these two nations in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries?

The work of their musicians gives us an insight.

It shows in Germany the treasures of faith and activity
which were silently accumulating.
It is scarcely likely that there has ever been seen
a more terrible age than that of 20 the end of the old world-the time of the decomposition of the Roman Empire and the
great Invasions.

~'he

flame of art, however, continued to

'burn under that heap of smoking rubbish.

A passion for

music served to reconcile the Gallic Romans with their
barbarian conquerors, for the detestable Caesars of Rome's
waning empire and. the Visigoths ,of Toulouse had an equal
relish for concerts; and both the Roman houses and the
half-savage camps resounded with the noise of instruments.
Clovis had musicians brought from Constantinople.

And the

remarkable fact was not that art was still loved but that
the age created. a new kind of art.

From this upheaval of

humanity sprang an art as perfect and as pure as that of
the most finished products of happier times.
When material conditions are harder, when life is
bitter, starved., and harassed with care, when the opportunity of outside development is withheld, then the spirit is
forced 'back upon itself, and its eternal need of happiness
20 Ibid., p. 7.
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drives it to other outlets; its expression of

~eauty

is

changed and takes a less external character, and it seeks
refuge in more intimate arts, such as poetry and music.
Music, although it may be an individual art, is also
a social2lart; it may be the offspring of meditation and
sorrow, 'but it may also be that of joy and even frivolity.
It acconrrnodates itself to the characters of all people and
all time; when one knows its history and the diverse forms
it has taken throughout the centuries, one is no longe:r·
astonished at the contradictory definitions given to it by
lovers of beauty.

One man may call it architecture in

motion, another poetical psychology; one man sees it as a
plastic and well-defined art, another as an art of purely
spiritual expression; for one theorist melody is the
essence of music, for another this same essence is harmony.
And, in truth, it is so; they are all right.
The thought of the eternal efflorescence of music
22
is a comforting one, and comes like a messenger of peace
in the midst of universal disturbance.

~olitical

and social

history is a never-ending conflict, a thrn.sting of humanity
forward to a doubtf'ul issue, with obstacles at every step
which have to be conquered one
sistence.

b~Y'

one with desperate per-

But from the history of art we may disengage a

21 Ibid., p. 10.
22 Ibid., p. 17.
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character of fullness and peace.

In art, there is no

thought of progress, for however far we look: behind, we see
that perfection has already been attained; and that man is
absurd who thinks the efforts of the centuries have advanced
us a step nearer beauty since the days of St. Gregory and
:Palestrina.

There is nothing sad or humiliating in the idea;

on the contrary, art is humanity's dream--a dream of light
and liberty and quiet power.

It is a dream whose thread

is never broken, and there is no fear for the future.

In

our anxiety and pride we tell ourselves that we have reached
the pinnacle of art and are on the eve of a decline.
has been said since the beginning 6f the world.

That

Art, like

life, is inexhaustible; and nothing makes us feel the
truth of this better than music's ever-welling spring, which
has flowed through the centuries until it has become an
ocean.

CHAPTI~R

I.

VI

JEAN-CHRISTOPHE
Introduction

Upon the last page of his great work, Rolland relates
the well-known legend of St. Christopher.

The ferryman

was roused at night by a little boy who wished to be carried
across the stream.

With a smile the good-natured giant

shouldered the light burden.

But as he strode through the

water the weight he was carrying grew heavy and heavier,
until he felt he was about to sink in the river.
ing all his strength, he continued on his way.

MusterWhen he

reached the other shore, gasping for breath, the man recognized that he had been carrying the entire meaning of
the world.

Hence his name, Ohristophorus.

Rolland has known this long night of labor.

Vfuen

he assumed the fateful burden, when he took the work upon
his shoulders, he meant to recount but a single life.
he proceeded, what had been light grew heavy.

As

He found that

he was carrying the whole destiny of his generation, the
meaning of the entire world, the message of love, the primal secret of creation.

We who saw him making his way

alone through the night, without recognition, without
helpers, without a word of cheer, without a friendly light
winking at him from the further shore, imagined that he
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must sucoumb.

From the hither bank the unbelievers follow-

ed him with snouts of scornful laughter.

But he pressed

manfully forward during these ten years, what time the stream
of life swirled ever more fieroely around him; and he
fought his way in the end to the unknown shore of oom:pletion.
With bowed "baok, but with the radiance in his eyes undimmed,
did he finish fording the river.
travail, wherein he walked

alone~

Long and heavy night of
Dear burden, which he

oarried for the sake of those who are to oome afteriJilards,
bearing it from our shore to the still untrodden shore of
the new world.

Now the crossing had been safely made.

When

the good ferryman raised his eyes, the night seemed to be
over, the darkness vanished.
aglow.

:mast ward the heaven was all

Joyfully he welcomed the davm of the ooming da;y-

towards which he had carried thts emblem of the day that
was done.
Yet what was reddening there was nat1ght but the
bloody oloud-"bank of war, the flame of burning :murope,
the flam.e that v..ras t
world.

0

consume the spirit of the elder

Nothing remained of our sacred heritage beyond. this,

that faith had. bravely struggled. from the shore of yesterflay to reach our again distracted world..

The conflagration

has burned itself out; once more night has lowered..

But

our thanks speed towards you, ferryman, pious wanderer,
for the path you have trodden through the darkness.

We

thank you for ;y-our labors, which have brought the world a
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message of hope.

For the sake of us all have you marched·

on through the murky night.

The flame of hatred will yet

be extinguished; the spirit of friendship will again unite
people with people.

It will dawn, that new day.

Romain Rolland was now in his fortieth year.
life seemed to be a field of ruins.
still burned within him.

His

Yet the sacred flame

With heroic determination he

threw the figures once more into the fiery crucible of his
heart, melting the metal that it might be recast in new
forms.

Since his feeling for truth made it impossible

for him to find the supreme consoler in any actual historical
figure, he resolved to create a genius of the spirit, who
should combine and typify what the great ones of all times
had suffered, a hero who should not belong to one nation
but to all times had suffered, a hero who should not belong to one nation but to all peoples.

No longer

confin~

ing himself to historical truth, he looked for a higher
harmony in the new configuration of truth and fiction.
He fashioned the epic of an imaginary personality.

What

had seemed like an end became the true beginning, that
of his master work,

~ Christo£~•

His fame rests

chiefly on this novellwhich relates the life and spiritual
as well as material experiences of a musician and is

ob~

viously based on Beethoven's early years.
1 Churchman & Young, French Literature (New York:
The Century Company, 1928), p. 236. ·
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of the Work
-The Origin ------Jean Christophe had long been beckoning the poet
from a distance.

The first message had come to the lad

in the Normal School.

During those years, young Rolland

had planned ·the writing of a romance, the history of a
single-hearted artist shattered on the rooks of the world.
The outlines were vague; the only definite idea was that
the hero was to be a musician whose contemporaries failed
to understand him.

The dream came to nothing, like so

many of the dreams of youth.
But the vision returned in Rome, when Rolland's
poetic fervor, long bent by the restrictions of school
life, broke forth with elemental energy.

Malwida von

Meysenbug had told him much concerning the tragic struggles
of her intimate friends Wagner and Nietzsche.

Rolland

came to realize that heroic figures, though they may be
obscured by the tumult and dust of the hour, belong in
truth to every age.

Involuntarily he learned to associate

the unhappy experiences of these recent heroes with those
of the figures in his vision.

One evening the vision of

Jean Christophe grew suddenly clear.

His hero was to be

a pure-hearted musician, a German, visiting other lands,
finding his god in Life; a free mortal spirit, inspired
with a faith in greatness, and with faith even in mankind,
though mankind_ rejected hicfl.

Absolute sincerity·, hatred
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of every baseness and·every hypocrisy, love of heroism
and of2divine music were to be incarnated in Jean Christophe.
The happy days of freedom in Rome were followed by
many years of arduous labor, during which the duties of
daily life thrust the image into the background.

Rolland

had for a season become a man of action and had no time for
dreams.

Then came new experiences to reawaken the slumber-

ing vision.

He went to Beethoven's house in Bonn, which

produced an effect on his mind by the realization of the
tragedy of the great composer's life.
direction to his thoughts.

This gave a new

His hero was to be a Beethoven

redivivus, a German, a lonel·y fighter, but a conqueror.
Whereas the immature youth had idealized defeat, imagining
that to fail was to be vanquished, the man of riper years
perceived that true heroism lay in this, to know life, and
yet to love it.

This splendidly did the new horizon open

as setting for the long cherished figure, the dawn of eternal victory in our earthly struggle.

The conception

of Jean Christophe was complete.
Rolland now knew his hero.

But it was necessary

that he should learn to describe that hero's counterpart,
that hero's eternal enemy, life, reality.

Rolland became

inti.mately acquainted with Jean Christophe's opponent
through his study of literature, through his realization
2 RenC Lalou, Contemporary French Literature
(New York: Vail-Ballou Press, 1924), p. 186.
·
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of the falseness of society and of the indifference of the
crowd.

It was necessary for him to pass through the pur-

gatorial fires of the years in Paris before he could begin
the work of description.

At twenty, Rolland had made ac-

quaintance only' with himself and was therefore competent
to describe no more than his own heroic will to purify.
At thirty he had become able to depict likewise the forces
of resistance.

All the hopes he had cherished and all the

disappointments he had suffered jostled ope another in the
channel of this new existence.

The innumerable newspaper

cuttings, collected for years, almost without a definitE!
aim, magically arranged themselves as material for the
growing work.

Personal griefs were seen to have been val-

ua·ble experience; the boy's dream swelled to the proportions
of a life history.
During the year 1895 the broad lines were finished.
As prelude, Rolland gave a fe1.v scenes from Jean Christophe's
youth.

During 189'7, in a remote Swiss hamlet, the first

chapters were penned, those in which the music begins as
it were spontaneously.

Then he wrote some of the chapters

for the fifth and ninth

volv~es.

Like a musical composer,

Rolland followed up particular themes as his mood directed,
themes which his artistry was to weave harmoniously into
the great symphony.

Order came from within, and was not

imposed from without.
serial succession.

The work was not done in any strictly

The chapters seemed to come into being
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as chance might direct.

Often they were inspired by the

landscape, and were colored by outward. events.

This work

of European scope was composed in various parts of Europe;
the opening scenes, in a Swiss hamlet; L'adolescent in
Zurich and by the shores of Lake Zug; much in Paris; much
in Italy; lintoinette in Oxford; while, after nearly fifteen
years' labor, the work was completed in Baveno.
In February, 1902, the first volume, L'aube, was
published in Les caniers de la guinzaine, and the last
serial number was issued on October 20, 1912.
fifth serial issue, La foire

~ ~.

When the

place, appeared, a

:publisher, Ollendorff, was found willing to produce the
whole romance in book form.

The story is the painting3

of intellectual life of a whole generation.
Aim
Jean Christophe 4was designed to be, and actually is,
a work of life, and not a work of art; it was to 'be, and
is, a book as comprehensive as humanity; for J:.'art est
vie dompt"e; art is life broken in.

~

'l'he book differs from

the majority of the imaginative writings of our day in that
it does not make the erotic problem its central feature.

York:

3 Ohinard, Histoire des Lettres
Ginn & Company, 1934),p. 279.

Fran~aises

4 Romain Rolland, Jean:-Christophe (Paris:
1904-1907) t 436 pp.

(New
Ollendorff,

.--
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But it has no central feature.

It attempts to comprehend.

all problems, all those which are a part of reality, to
contemplate them from within, from the spectrum of an
ind.ividual.
human being.

The center is the inner life of the individual.
11 he primar,y motif of the romance is to ex-

pound how this j_ndividual seef:l life, or rather, how he
learns to see it.

The book may therefore be described as

an educational romance.

The educational romance aims at

showing how, in years of apprenticeship and years of
travel, a human being makes acquaintance with the lives of
others and thus acquires mastery over his own life; how
experience teaches him to transform into individual views
the concepts he has had transmitted to him by others,
many of which are erroneous; how he becomes enabled to
transmute the world so that it ceases to be an outward
phenomenon and becomes an inward reality.

The educational

romance traces the change from curiosity to knowledge,
from emotional prejud.ice to justice.
But this educational romance is simultaneously a

,

historical romance. a Qomedie humaine in Balzac's sense.
But Rolland, with his more catholic method of treatment,
d.oes nor merely depict the history of his gene rat ion, but
discusses the cultural history of the age, ex:hibiting the
radiations of the time spirit, concerning himself with
socialism, with music and with the :fine arts, with the
woman's question and with racial problems.

Jean Christophe
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the man is a whole man, and Jean Christophe the book embraces all that is human in the spiritual cosmos.

This

romance ignores no questions; it seeks to overcome all
obstacles; it has a universal life, beyond the frontiers
of nations, occupations, and creeds.
The whole meaning 5 of the book is the continuity of
Life, spreading insensibly from soul to soul, from sphere
to sphere, in an endless symphony, and the last chapters
are full of new characters, pushing forward, rising to
maturity; children of the Past in whom the dead revive,
fathers of the Future who already are changing the face
of our world.

The scheme of Jean Christophe recalls the

structure of Tolstoy's War & Peace.
~ Christo~he

is perhaps the most remarkable work

of contemporary fiction; a singular moral fervour, a rare
imaginatj_on, an unequalled sensibility, a torrent of sarcasm, rancour, revolt, tenderness, stream from its disconcerting pages.
Our young 6century has produced no work that compares
with it in bulk, in ambition, in breath of culture, in
wealth of sympathy.

The book furnishes an outlook on the

universe, thus becoming a philosophic, a religious romance •
. 5 Madame Duclaux, Twentieth Century French Writers
(London: Collins Sons and Company, 1919), pp. 46-48.
6 GuE:rard, Five Masters of French Romance (New York:
Scribner}, pp. 251-252.
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The struggle for the totality of life, signifies for Rolland
the struggle to understand its significance and origin,
the struggle for God, for one's own personal God.

The

rhythm of the individual existence is in search of an
ultimate harmony between itself and the rhythm of the
universal existence.

It is not a book, but a message;

it is not a history, but is nevertheless a record of our
time.

More than a book, it is the daily miracle of

re~

velation of a man who lives the truth, whose whole life
is truth.
Ke;v .i£
As a romance,

lli

~

Characters
Christophe has no prototype

in literature; but the characters in the book have prototypes in real life.

Rolland the historian does not

hesitate to borrow some of the lineaments of his heroes
from the biographies of great men.

In many cases, too,

the figures he portrays recall personalities in contemporary7life.

In a manner peculiar to himself, b;y- a

process of which"he was the originator, he combines the
imaginative with the historical, fusing often fancies
that, as in a key-novel, he has recognized some public
personality; ·but ere long he finds that the characteristics of another figure intrudes.

Thus each portrait

7 Stanley Schwarz, Outline of French Literature
Alfred Kno~pf, 1924), -p:-162.

(Ne•N York:
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is freshly constructed out of a hundred diverse elements.
Jean Christophe seems at first to be Beethoven.
In truth the opening volumes of the novel show us a Jean
Christophe whose image is.modeled after that of the great
master.

But it becomes plain in due course that we are

being shown something more than one single musician, that
Jean Christophe is the quintessence of all great musicians.
The figures in the pantheon of musical history are presented in a composite portrait; or, to use a musical analogy,
Beethoven, the master musician, is the root of the chord.
Jean Christophe grew up in the Rhineland, Beethoven's
home; Jean Christophe, like Beethoven, had :ll,lemish blood
in his veins; his mother, too, was of peasant origin, his
father a drunkard.

Nevertheless, Jean Christophe ex-

hibits numerous traitB proper to Friedemann Bach, son of
Johann Sebastian Bach.

Again, the letter which young

Beethoven redivivus is made to write to the grand duke
is modeled on the historical document; the episode of
his acquaintanceShip with Frau von Kerich recalls Beethoven and l!'rau von .Brenning.

.But many incidents, like

the scene in the castle, remind the reader of Mozart's
youth; and Mozart's little love episode with Rose Cannabich is transferred to the life of Jean Christophe.

The

older Jean Christophe grows, the less does his personality
recall that of Beethoven.

In external characteristics

he grows rather to resemble Gluck and Handel.

Of the
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latter, Rolland writes elsewhere that his formidable
bluntness alarmed every one.

We can apply Rolland's

description of Handel to Jean Christophe in that he was
.independent and irritable, and could never adapt himself
to the conventions of social life.

He insisted on call-

ing a spade a s:pade, and twenty times a day he aroused
annoyance in all who had to associate with him.

The

life history of Wagner had much influence upon the delineation of Jean Christophe.

The rebellious flight to

Paris; the hack-work done for minoT publishers; the sordid details of daily life--all these things have been
transposed almost verbatim into Jean Ohristo:f?he from
Wagner's autobiographical sketches.
One portrait, however, that of Olivier, would seem
to have been purely fictive.

1i1 or this ver;r reason, Olivier

is felt to be the most living of all the

charact~rs,

pre-

cisely because we cannot but feel that in many respects
we have before us the artist's own picture, displaying
not so much the circumstantial destiny as the human essence
of Romain Rolland.

Like the classical painters, he has,

almost unmarked, introduced himself slightl:y disguised
amid the historical scenario.

The description is that of

his own figure, slender, refined, slightly stooping; here
we see his own energy, inwardl;r directed., and consuming
itself in idealism; Rolland's enthusiasm is displayed in
Olivier's lucid sense of Justice, in his resignation as
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far as his personal lot is concerned, though he never
resigns himself to the abandonment of his cause.

It is

true that in the novel this gentle spirit, the pupil of
Tolstoi and Renan, leaves the field of action to his
friend and vanishes, the symbol of a past world.

But

Jean Christophe was merely a dream, the longing for energy
sometimes felt by the man of gentle disposition.

Olivi.er-

Rolland linms this dream of his youth, designing upon his
literary canvas the picture of his own life.
Character Qf Jean Christophe
Rolland offers 8us his Jean Christophe, a great
clown of a German, a kind of clock: ornament in the Romantic fashion--hair ruffled by the wind, hurling defiance
at the tempest.
Jean 9Christophe is an apostle of force.

We dis-

cern in him something barbaric and elemental, the power
of a storm or of a torrent which, obeying not its own
will but the unknown laws of nature, rushes down from the
heights into ·the lower levels of 1 ife.
is that of a fighter.

His outvvard. aspect

He is tall and massive, almost un-

couth, with large hands and brawny arms.

He has the san-

guine temperament, and is liable to outbursts of turbulent

York;

8 Turquet-Mi1nes, Some Modern French Writers (New
McBride and Company, 1921), p. 239.

'

9 Romain Rolland, Jean-Uhristophe a Paris (Paris:
Ollendorff, 1908-1910), 467 pp.
-
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passion.

His footfall is heavy; his gait is awkward.

though he knows nothing of fatigue.

These characteristics

derive from the crude energy of his peasant forefathers
on the maternal side; their pristine strength gives him
steadfastness in the most arduous orj.ses of existence.
The power of resilenoe against the oppression of existence
is given by such physical energy..

Still more helpful is

Jean Christophe's trust in the future, his healthy and unyielding optimism, his invincible confidence in victory.
Young Jean Christophe, while his energies have not
yet been spiritually enlightened, have not ye·b been ethically tamed, can see no one but himself.

He is unjust towards

others, deaf and blind to remonstrance, indifferent as to
whether his actions may please or displease.

Like a wood-

cutter, ax in hand, he hastes stormfully through the forest,
striking right and left, simply to secure light and space
for himself.

He despises German art without understanding

it and so orns French art without knmving anything about it.
His character10analyzes the intellectual psychology of the
Germans and the French.

He is endowed with the marvelous

impudence of opinionated youth.

His strength has its fling

in contentiousness for only when struggling does he feel
that he is himself, then only can he enjoy his passion for
life.
10 Charles Wright, ! Hist2,~ of French Literature
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1925), p. 890.
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These struggles of Jean Christophe continue through ...
out the years, for his maladroitness is no less conspicuous
than his strength.

He does not understand his opponents.

He is slow to learn the lessons of life; and it is precisely because the lessons are learned so slowly, piece by piece,
each stage besprinkled with blood and watered with tears,
that the novel is so impressive and so full of help.

Noth-

ing comes easily to him; no ripe fruit ever falls into his
hands.

He silently absorbed everything he came in contact

with, as a sponge absorbs.

Not until days or hours had

elapsed would he become fully aware of what had now become

a part of himself.

Nothing was real to him so long as it

remained objective.

To be of use, ever:y experience must

be as it were, digested and worked up into his blood.

He

could not exchange ideas and concepts one for another as
people exchange bank notes.

After prolonged nausea, he

was able to free himself from all the conventional lies
and trivial notions which had been instilled into him in
youth and was then at length enabled to absorb fresh nutriment.

Before he could discover himself and before he

could discover his god, he had to live the whole of his
life through.
He knows that it is good to suffer when one is
strong, and he therefore loves to encounter hindrances.
He gradually learns to recognize his enemy, his own impetuosity; he learns to be just; he begins to understand
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himself and. the world..
to him.

The nature of passion oecomes clear

He realizes that the hostility he encounters is

aimed, not at him personally, but at the eternal powers
goading him on; he learns to love his enemies because they
have helped. him to find himself and because they march towards the same goal by other roads.
ticeship have come to an end..

The years of appren-

Jean Christophe, in riper

years, begins to see that through all his transformations
he has by degrees become more truly himself.
footsteps of coming generations.

He hears the

Even in those who were

hostile to him he salutes the undying spirit of life.

He

sees his fame growing like a great cathedral and feels it
to be something remote from himself.

He, who was an aim-

less stormer, is now a leader; but his own goal does not
become clear to him until the sonorous waves of death
encompass him, and. he floats away into the vast ocean of
music, into eternal peace.
What makes Jean Christophe's struggle supremely
heroic is that he aspires solely towards the greatest, towards life as a whole.

This striving man has to upbuild

everything for himself; his art, his freedom, his faith,
his God., his truth.

He has to fight himself free from

everything which others have taught him; from all the
fellowships of art, nationality, race, and. creed.

Jean

Christophe's loneliness makes this struggle tragical.
is not on his o111m 'behalf that he troubles to attain to

It
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truth, for he knows that every man has his ovm truth.
Olivier
Jean Christophe is the portrait of an artist.

But

every form and every formula of art and the artist must
necessarily be one-sided.

Rolland, therefore, introduces

to Christophe in mid career a counterpart, a JI'renchman as
foil to the German, a hero of thought as contrasted to the
hero of action.

They were very different each from the

other, and they loved. one another on account of this difference, being of the same species--the noblest.

Olivier

is the essence of spiritual J!1 rance, just as Jean Christophe
is the offspring of the best energies of Germany; they are
ideals, alike fashioned in the form of the highest idea;
alternating like major and minor, they transpose the theme
of art and life into the most wonderful variations.
In externals the contrast between them is marked,
both in respect of physical characteristics and social origins.

Olivier is slightly built, palo and delicate.

Where-

as Jean Christophe springs from working folk, Olivier derives from 13,n old and somewhat effete bourgeois stock,
and despite all his ardor he has an aristocratic aloofness
from vulgar things.

His vitality does not come like that

of his robust comrade from excess of bodily energy, from
muscles and blood, but from nerves and brain, from will and
passion.

He is receptive rather than :productive.

Art is
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for him a refuge from reality, whereas Jean Christophe flings
himself upon art to find in it life many times multiplied.
Olivier represents the beauty of a civilization; he is
symbolic of la vaste culture et le g'nie psychologigue de
la France; Jean Christophe is the ver;y luxuriance of nature.
The French man represents contemplation; the German, action.
The former reflects by many facets; ·the latter has the genius which shines by its own light.
At first Olivier is a weakling, timid and inactive.

Such is the view taken at the outset by his forceful

friend, who says almost angrily:
feeling hatred?n

"Are you incapable of

Olivier answers with a smile:

11

1 hate

hatred. 11 It is repulsive to me that I should struggle with
. people whom I despise. 11

He does not enter into treaties

with reality; his strength lies in isolation.

No defeat

can daunt him, and no victory can persuade him; he knows
that force rules the world, out he refuses to recognize
the victor.

Jean Christophe rushes at obstacles and stamps

them underfoot; Olivier knows that next day the weeds that
have been trodden to the earth will spring up again.
does not love struggle :for lts own sake.

He

·when he avoids

struggle, this is not because he fears defeat, but because
victory is indifferent to him.

A free-thinker, he is in

truth animated by the spirit of Christianity.
Jean Christophe soon comes to recognize that Olivier
is his spiritual brother, learning that the heroism of
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thought is just as great

the heroism of action, that his

E:LS

friend's idealistic anarchism is no less courageous than
his own primitive revolt.

In this apparent weakling, he

venerates a soul of steel.

Nothing can shake Olivier,

nothing can confuse his serene intelligence.
force is no argument agaj_nst him.

Superior

He has an independence

of judgment which nothing could overcome.

When he loved

anything, he loved it in defiance of the world.

Every

injustice, even the injustices of a remote past, seem to
M.m a disturbance of the world order.

He belongs, there-

fore, to no party; he is unfailingl;y the advocate on behalf of all the unhappy and all the oppressed; his place
is ever with the vanquished; he does not wish to help the
masses socially, but to help inClividual souls, whereas
Jean Ohristophe desires to·conquer for all mankind every
paradise o:f art and freedom.

ll,or Olivier there is but

one true freedom, that which comes from within, the freedom which a man must win for himself.

The illusion of the

crowd, its eternal class struggles and national struggles
for power, distress him, but do not arouse his sympathy.
Standing quite alone, he maintains his mental poise when
war between Germany and :J:!'rance is imminent, when all are
shaken in their convictions, and when even Jean Christophe
feels that he must return home to fight for· his fatherland.

But brute forc0 takes its revenge upon the man who

despises force, and he is killed in a chance medley.
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Only his ideals, which were his true life, survive him,
to renew for those of a later generation the mystic idealism of his faith.
The two heroes are profoundly united in their love
for art, in their passion for freedom, in their need for
spiritual purity.

Each is pious and free in his own sense;

they are brothers in that ultimate domain which Rolland
finely terms the music of the soul--in goodness, on the
other hand, is intellectual and wise, and is tinged merely
at times by ironical skepticism.

But it is this contrast

between them, it is the fact that their aspirations towards
goodness are complementary, which draws them together.
Christophe's robust faith revives joy in life for the lonely Olivier.
Olivier.

Christophe, in turn, learns justice from

The sage is uplifted by the strong, who is him-

self enlightened by the sage's clarity.

This mutual ex-

change of bonefi ts symbolize;:.:; the relationship betv.,reen
their nations.

The friendship between the two individuals

is designed to be the prototype of a spiritual alliance
between the brother peoples.
two pinions of the west.

France and Germany are the

The European spirit is to soar

freely above the blood-drenched fields of the past.
Grazia
Jean Christophe is creative action; Olivier is
creative thought; a third form is requisite to complete
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the cycle of existence, that of Grazia, creative being,
who secures fulfillment merely through her beauty and refulgence.

In her case likewise the name is symbolic.

Jean

Christophe Krafft, the embodiment of virile energy, re'~ncounters, o.omparativel;v late in life, Grazia, who now

embodies the calm beauty of womanhood.

Thus his impetuous

spirit is helped to realize the final harmony.
In his long march towards peace, Jean Christophe
has encountered only fellow-soldiers and enemies.

In

Grazia he comes for the first time into contact with a
human being who is free from nervous tension.

Grazia is

not a flaming personality frorn whom he himself catches
fire.

The warmth of her senses has long ere this been

cooled, through a certain weariness of life, a gentle
inertia.

But in her, too, sounds that music of the .soul;

she too is inspired with that goodness which is needed to
attract Jean Christophe's liking.
to further action.

She does not incite him

Already, owing to the many stresses

of his life, the hair on his temples has been whitened.
She leads him to repose, shows him the smile of the
Italian skies, where his unrest, tending as ever to recur,
vanishes at length like a cloud in the evening air.
Through Olivic:lr, Jean Christophe is made lucid; through
Grazia, he is made gentle.

Olivier reconciled him with

the world; Grazia, vvith himself.
Grazia, la linda (the limpid), is one of the most
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tranquil figures in the book.

We seem barely aware of her

passage through the agitated worlds, but her soft Mona
Lisa smile streams like a beam of light athwart the_ animated
space.

Had she iJeen absent, there would have been lacklng

to the work and to the man the magic of the eternal ferninine.

The
ly one.

11

path of Jean Christophe the artist is.a lone-

He walks by himself, pursuing an isolated course

that leads deeper and deeper into the labyrinth of his own
being.

Those whom he encounters in his life's journey are

no more than shadows and intimations, milestones of ex:perience, steps of ascent and descent, episodes and adventures.

But what is knowledge other than a sum of e:x:-

periences; what is life beyond a sum of encounters?

Other

human beings are not Jean Christophe's destiny, but they
are material for his creative work.

They are elements

of the infinite, to which he feels himself akin.

Since

he wishes to live life as a whole, he must accept the
bj_tterest part of life, mankind.
All he meets are a help to hj.m.

His friends help

him much, but his enemies help him still more, increasing
his vitality and stimulating his energy.

Thus even those

11 Homain Rolland, Jean-Christophe. La fin du
voyage (Paris: 011endorff-:-I'910-l912), 477 p p . - - -
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who wish to hinder his work, further it; and what is the
tru~

artist other than the work upon which he is engaged?
Suffering is needful to him for the knowledge it

brings.

He draws his best forces out of sadness, out of

the shocks of life.

Designedly does Rolland make Jean

Christophe conceive the most beautiful of his imaginative
works during the times of his profoundest spiritual distresses, during the days after the death of Olivier, and
during those which followed the departure of Grazia.

Op"

position and affliotion, the foes of the ordinary man, are
friends to the artist, just as much as is every experience
in his career.

Precisely for his profoundest creative

solitude, he requires the influences which emanate from
his fellows.
It is true that he takes long to learn this lesson,
judging men falsely at first because he sees them temperamently, not knowledgeably,.

To

b~gin

with, Jean Christophe

colors all human beingS' with his own overflowing enthusiasm, fancying them to be as upright and

good~natured

as

he is himself, to speak no less frankly and spontaneously
than he himself speaks.

Then, after the first

disillusion~

menta, his views are falsified in the opposite direction
by bitterness and mistrust.

But gradually he learns to

hold just measure between overvaluation and its opposite.
Helped towards justioe by Olivier, guided to gentleness
byGrazia, gathering experience from life, he comas to
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nnderstand, not himself alone, but his foes likewise.

Al-

most at the end of the book we find a little scene which
may seem at first sight insignificant.

Jean Christophe

comes across his sometime enemy, Ltvy-Ooeur, and spontaneously offers his hand.

This reconciliation implies some-

thing more than transient sympathy.

It expresses the mean-

ing of the long pilgrimage.
Jean Christophe,

~

_ill Nations

Young Headstrong, looking upon his fellow men with
12
passion and prejudice, fails to understand their natures;
at first he contemplates the families of mankind, the nations, with like passion and prejudice.

It is a part of our

inevitable destiny that to ·begin with, and for many of us
throughout life, we know our own land from within only, foreign lands only from without. ·Not until we have learned to
see our own country from without and to understand foreign
countries from within as the natives of these countries
understand them, can we acquire a European outlook, can we
realize that these various countries are complementary parts

of a single whole.
entirety.

Jean Christophe fights for life in its

For this reason he must pursue the path by which

the nationalist becomes a citizen of the world and acquires
a 'tmuropean soul. It
l~

1921)

t

Stefan Zweig, Romain Rolland (New York:

p. 207.

Seltzer,
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As must happen, Jean Christophe begins with prejudice.

At first he overvalues France.

Ideas have been

impressed upon his mind concerning the artistic, cheerful, liberal-spirited French, and he regards his own Germany as a land full of restriction.

His first sight of

Paris brings disillusionment; he can see nothing but lies,
clamor, and cheating.

By degrees, however, he discovers

that the soul of a nation is not an obvious and superficial thing, like a paving-stone in the street, but that
the observer of a foreign people must dig his way to that
soul through a thick stratum of illusion and falsehood.
Nothing but such mutual

13

understanding passing from

soul to soul can weld the nations together.

What keeps

them asunder is misunderstanding, the way those of eaoh
nation hold their own beliefs to be the only right ones,
look upon their own natures as the only good ones.

The

mischief lies in the arrogance of persons who believe that
all others are wrong.

Jean Christophe has suffered at the

hands of every nation, and has received gifts from every
nation; disillusioned by all, he has also been benefited
by all.

~o

the citizen of the

world~

pilgrimage, all nations are alike.
make itself at home.

at

t~e

end of his

In each his soul can

The musician in him dreams of a sub-

lime work, of the great European symphony, wherein the·
'
voices of the peoples,
resolving discords, will rise in

13

.!.!?.!!· t

p. 209.
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the last and highest harmony, the·harmony of mankind.

-Tbe

Piature of Franoe

-=-=~

The piature of Franoe14 in the great romance is not~
able beoause we are here shown a aountry from a twofold
outlook, from without and from within, from the perspeative
of a German and with the eyes of a Frenahman.

It is like-

wise notable beoause Christophe's judgment is not merely
that of one who sees, but that of one who learns in seeing.
The German had never known a Frenohman.

The Frenoh

are good fellows but rather a slack lot, would seem to
sum up his German prejtldiae.

They are a nation of EiJ ina-

less artists, bad soldiers, corrupt politicians, women of
easy virtue; but they are clever, amusing, and liberalminded.
feels a

Amid the order and sobriety of German life, he
ce~tain

of Franoe.

yearning towards the democratic freed?m

His first enoount er with a French actress,

Corinne, seems to confirm this facile judgment; but soon,
when he meets Antoinette, he comes to realize the existenoe
of another France.

Her characteristics are not in keeping

with his traditional prejudices.
be trivial, sauoy, and wanton.

A Frenohwoman ought to
For the first time Franoe

presents to him the riddle of its twofold nature.
He'learns to know good men and bad; many of them are
vain and stupid, dull and soulless; not one does he meet, in
14 Ibid., p. 211.
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his experience of social life in Paris, who gives him con•
fidence in Franae.

The first messenger comes :from a dis-

tanae; this is Sidon!e, the peasant girl who tends him during his illness.

He learns, all at onae, how calm and in-

violable, haw fertile and strong, is the earth out o:f whiah
the Parisian exotias suak their energies.

He becomes

a,c~

quainted with the people, the robust and serious-minded
French people, who till the land, oaring naught for the
nois·e o:f the great fair, the people who have made revolutions with the might of their wrath and ha1/'e waged the Napolionio wars with its enthusiasm.

From this moment he feels

there must be a real France still unknown to him.
At length comes the rencounter which is a turning
point in his fate; he meets150livier, Antoinette's brother,
the true Frenchman.

He sees ·the work of persons whose

names are never printed in the newspapers; sees the people,
those who, remote from the hurly-burly, tranquilly pursue their daily round.

He learns to know the new ideal-

ism of the France whose soul has been strengthened by defeat.

At first this discovery fills him with rage.

The

first and most natural thought of the German is for organization, for the drawing together of the good elements;
the :first thought of the strong man is to fight.

Yet the

best in France insist on holding aloof, some of them content with a

~yster~ous

clarity of vision, and others giving

15 Ibid., p. 214.
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themselves up to a faaile resignation.
Piature 2f Germanr
Germany likewise is viewed in a twofold aspeat.

But

whereas Franae is seen first from without, with the eyes of
a German, and then from within, with the eyes of a Frenah"
man, Germany is first viewed from within and then regarded
from abroad.

Two worlds are imperaeptibly superimposed

one upon the other; a alamant aivilization and a silent
one, a false aulture and a true.

We see respeati-vely the

old Germany, which sought its heroism in the things of the
spirit, discovered its profundity in truth, and the new Ger ..
'•

many, intoxicated with its own strength, grasping at the
powers of the reason which as a philosophical discipline
had transformed the world, and perverting them. to the uses
of business efficienay.
When he reaches Franae, 16however, he ·begins to real ..
ize Germany's greatness.

In a foreign environment his

.,

judgment was freed; this statement applies to him as to
~11

of us.

A~id

the disorder of France he l.earned to value

the active orderliness of Germany; the skeptical resig"
nation of the French made him esteem the vigorous optimism
of the Germans; he was impressed by the contrast between a
witty nation and thoughtful one.

In France he becomes a-

ware of the faults of France, in Germany he realizes the
16 Ibid., p. 218.
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faults of Germany, loving both countries because they are
so different.

Each suffers from the defective distribution

of its merits.

In France, liberty is too widely diffused

and engenders chaos, while a few individuals
the elite keep their' idealism intact.

com~rising

In Germany, ideal..,

ism, permeating the masses, has been sugared into sentimentalism and watered into a mercantile optimism; and here
a still smaller elite :preserves complete freedom aloof from
the orowd.

Eaoh suffers from an excessive development of

national peculiarities.
Olivier and Christophe, formi.ng a :pact of friendship, hope for the day when their personal sentiments will
be perpetuated in an alliance between their respective
:peoples.
Picture

£! Italy

Jean Christophe is growing old and weary when he
comes to know the third country that will form part of
the future European synthesis.

He does not see fierce

energy, as in Germany, or ·ne_rvous mobility as in France;
but the sweetness of these centuries of ancient culture
and civilization makes a strong appeal to the northern
barbarian.

Hitherto his gaze has always been turned to-

wards the future, but now he becomes aware of the charms
of the past.

Whereas the Germans are still in search of.
I

the best form of self-expression; and whereas the French
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refresh and renew themselves through incessant change;
here he finds a nation with a clear sequence of tradition,
a nation which need merely be true to its own past and
to its own landscape, in order to fulfill the most per"
feat blossoming of its nature, in order to realize beauty.
It is true that Christophe misses the element which
to him is the breath of life; he misses struggle.

A gentle

drowsiness seems universally prevalent, a pleasant fatigue
which is debilitating and dangerous.
tombs, and the oi t~v exhales death.
idealism.

Rome is too full of
Here, too, there is

But it differs from the German and from the

French idealism; it is not yet directed

towa~ds

the citizen-

ship of the world, but remains purely national; Italian
idealism is concerned solely with itself, with Italian desires, with the Italian race, with Italian renown.
But as soon as Jean17Christophe begins to love Italy,
he grows afraid of this love.

He realizes that Italy is

also essential to him, in order that in his music and in
his life the impetuosity of the senses shall be clarified
to a perfect harmony.

He understands how necessary the

southern world is to the northern and is now aware

tha~

only in the trio of Germany, France, and Italy does the
full meaning of each voice become clear.

In Italy, there

is less illusion and more reality; but the land is too
beautiful, tempting to enjoyment and killing the impulse
17 Ibid., p. 222.
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towards action.
II.

COLAS BREUGNON

Colas Breugnon, the jovial Burgundian, the lusty
wood-carver, the practical joker always fond of his glass,
the droll fellow, is, despite his old...world costume, a.
brother of Jean Christophe looking at us adown the oen18
turies. Romain Rolland tried in Oolas Breugnon to renew
the laughter of Rabalais and Diderot.
As ever, we find the same theme underlying the novel.
The author shows us how a creative human being comes to
terms with life and above all with the tragedy of his own
life.

Colas Breugnon, like

of an artist's life.

~

Christophe, is the romance

But the Burgundian is an artist of

a vanished type, suoh as oould not without anachronism
have been introduced into

~

Christophe.

Colas Breugnon

is an artist only through fidelity, diligence, and fervor.
In so far as he is an artist, it is in the faithful performance of his daily task.

What raises him to the higher

levels of art is not inspiration, but his broad humanity,
his earnestness, and his vigorous simplicity.

For Rolland,

he was typical of the nameless artists who carved the stone
figures that adorn French cathedrals, the artist-craftsmen
to whom we owe the beautiful gateways, the splendid castles,
'

'

'

~

· 18 Renlr Lalou, Contemporar;y: French Literature
{New York: Vail-Ball.ou, 1924), p. 183.
I
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the glorious wrought ironwork of the middle ages.
Colas Breugnon would not have been the typioal artist of Rolland's oreation, had,not struggle been a oonspiouous feature of his life, and had we not been shown
thrqugh him that the real man i~ alw~ys stronger than his
destiny. Even the oheerful 190olas experiences a full measure of tragedy.

His house .is bu.'l:'ned down, and the work

of thirty years perishes in the flames; his wife dies;
war devastates the country; envy and malioe prevent the
suooess of his last artistic oreations; in the end, illness elbows him.out of active life.

The only defenses

left him against his troubles, against age, poverty, and
gout, are the souls he has made, his children, his appren"
tioe, and one friend..

Yet this man, sprung from the Bu:i--

gundian peasantry, has an armor to protect him from the
bludgeoning's of fate, armor ,no

las~.

effectual than was

the invincible German optimism of Jean Christophe or the
.inviolable faith of Olivier •
. Freedom, however, is the least important among the
characteristics of Rolland's heroes.

His primary aim is

always to show us a typical example of a man armed against
his doom and against his god, a man who will not allow him·
self to be defeated by the foroes of life.

In the W)rk we·

are now considering, it amuses him to present the struggle
19 Romain Rolland, Colas Breugnon (New York:
and Company, 1919), 300 pp.

Holt
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as a aomedy, instead of portraying it in a more seriolls
dramatia vein.

But the aomedy is always transfigured by a

deeper meaning.

Despite the lighter touahes, as when the

forlorn old Colas is unwilling to take refuge in his daughter's house, or as when he boastfully feigns indifferenae
after the destruation of his home, still amid this tragiaomedy he is animated by the unalloyed desire to stand
by his own strength.
Before everything, Colas Breugnon is a free man.
That he is a Frenahman, that he is a burgher, are seaondary
considerations.

He loves his king, but only so long as the

king leaves him his liberty; he loves his wife, but follows
hia own bent; he is on exaellent terms with the priest of
a neighboring parish, but never goes to ohuroh; he idolizes
his ohildren, but his vigoro11s individuality makes him unwilling to live with them.

He is friendly with all, but

subjeot to none; he is freer than the king; he has that
sense of humor oharaoteristio of the free spirit to whom
the whole world belongs.

Among all nations and in all

ages, that being alone is truly alive who is stronger than
fate, who breaks through the seine of men and things as he
swims freely down the great stream of life.
From the artistio point of view, Oolas Breu.gnon
may perhaps be regarded as Rolland's most successful work.
This is because it is woven in one pieae, because it flows
with a continuous rhythm, because its progress is never
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arrested by the discussion of thorny problems.

~

Christ ..

ophe was a book of responsibility and balance.

It was to

discuss all the phenomena of the day; to show how they looked from every side, in action and reaction.

Each country

in turn made its demand for full consideration.

The en ...

cyclopedic picture of the world, the deliberate comprehensiveness of the design, necessitated the forcible introduction of many elements which transcended the powers of
'·.

f

harmonious composition.
throughou~

But Colas Breugnon is written

in the same key.

The first sentence gives the

note like a tuning fork, and thence the entire book takes
its pitch.
ed.

Throughout, the same lively melody is sustain-

The writer employs a peculiarly happy form.

His style

is poetic without being actually versified; it has a melodious measure without being strictly metrical.

The book,

printed as prose, is written in a sort of free verse, with
an occasional rhymed series of lines.
~

Christophe was the deliberate

a generation.

Colas

Breu~non

di~ergence

from

is another divergence, un•

consciously effected; a divergence from the traditional
France, heedlessly cheerful.
Rolland here displayed all the riches of his beloved
homeland, displaying above all the most 'beautiful of these
goods, the joy of life.
A heedless world, our world of

to~day,

was to be

awakened by the poet singing of an earlier world which

h~d
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been likewise impoverished had likewise wasted its energies
in futile hostility.

A call to joy from a Frenchman, echo-

ing down the ages, was to answer the voice of the German,
Jean Christophe.
This book, with its description of the cheerful
France of old, was not to appear until that Old France had
vanished for ever.
III.

OLERAMBAULT

The author's serious, tranquil, and enduring settlement of. accounts with the t:i.mes and20their conflicts is his
novel, Clerambault, l'histoire d'une conscience libra pendant 1!! guerra • which was slowly brought to completion in
the space of four years.

It is not autobiography but a

transcription of Rolland's ideas.

Like

~

Christophe, it

is simultaneously the biography o:f an imaginary personality
and a comprehensive picture o:f the age.

Matter is here

collected that is elsewhere dispersed in manifestoes and
letters.

Artistically, it is the subterranean link between

Rolland's manifold activities.
Just as little 2las ~ Christophe can Olerambault
properly be termed a novel.

It is something less than a

20 Marble, Nobel Prize Winners in Literature (New
York:· Appleton and Company, 1925), p.-rs6.
21 Romain Rolland, Olerambault (New York:
and Company, 1920), 282 pp.

Holt
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novel and at the same time a great deal more.

It describes

the development, not of a man, but of an idea.

As in Jean

Christophe, so here, we have a philosophy presented, but
not as something ready-made, complete, a finished datum.
In company with a human being, we rise stage by stage from
error and weakness towards clarity.

In a sense it is a

religious book, the history of a conversion, of an illumination.

It is a modern legend of the saints in the form of

the life history of a simple citizen.

In a work, as the

sub-title phrases it, we have here the story of a conscience.

The ultimate significance of the book is

free~

dam, the attainment of self-knowledge, but raised to the
heroic plane inasmuch as knowledge becomes action.

The

scene is played in the intimate recesses of a man's nature,
where he is alone with truth.
The author's intention was to discuss the spiritual
acoompa~iments of .this war, for22these to Rolland seemed

as tragic as the destruction of millions of men.

His

concern was the destruction of the individual soul in the
deluge produced by the overflowing of the mass soul.
Agenor Clerambault is an inconspicuous figure, a
quiet fellow of little aooount, an author of no particular
note, one of those persons whose literary work succeeds in
pleasing a ooiilplaisant gen.eration, though it has no
------~~~~L~

~
22 And~· Billy, ~ Litterature
Francaise Contemporaire (Paris: Armand Colin, 1932), p. 1641
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significance for posterity.

He has the nebulous idealism

of mediocre minds; he hymns the praises of perpetual peace
and international conciliation.

His own tepid goodness

makes him believe that nature is good, is man's wellwisher,
desiring to lead mankinO. gently onward towards a more
beautiful future.

Life does not tQrment him with problems,

and he therefore extols life amid the tranquil comforts of
his bourgeois existence.

He is blessed with a kindly and

somewhat simple-minded wife, and with two children, a son
and a daughter.
The quiet suburban household is suddenly struck as by
a thunderbolt with the news of the outbreak of war.

Oler-

-amba.ult takes the train to Paris; and no sooner is he sprinkled with spray from the hot waves of enthusiasm, than all
his ideals of international amity and perpetual peace van,'

ish into thin air.

He returns home a fanatic, oozing hate,

and steaming with phrases.

Rolland gives a marvelously

vivid description of something every one of us has wit"
nessed, showing how Olerambault, like all persons of a ...
verage nature, really takes a delight in horrors, however
unwilling he may be to admit it even to hims el. f.
His pride is increased, his joy of life accentuated,
when his son Maxima leaves for the front filled with martial ardor.·· His first thought, a few months later, when
the young man comes home on leave, is that Maxima should
retail to him all the ecstasies of war.

Strangely enough,
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however, the young soldier, whose eyes still burn with the
sights he has seen, is unresponsive.

Not wishing to mortify

his father, he does not positively attempt to silence the
latter's paeans, but for his part, he maintains silence.
For days this muteness stands between them, and the father
is unable to solve the riddle.
son is oonoealing something.
tongues.

He feels dumbly that his
But shame binds both their

On the last day of the furlough, Maxime suddenly

pulls himself together, and begins •. P~re,

~tes-vous certain?

But the question remains unfinished, utterance is choked.
Still silent, the young man returns to the realities of war.
A few days later there is a fresh offensive.
xime is reported missing.
is dead.

Ma-

Soon his father learns that he

Now Clerambault gropes for the meaning of those

last words behind the silence and is tormented by the
thought of what was left unspoken.

He looks himself into

his room, and for the first time he is alone with his
soienoe.

oon~

He begins to question himself in search of the

truth, and throughout the long night he communes with his
soul as he traverses the road to Damascus.

Pieoe by pieoe

he tears away the wrapping of lies with whioh he has enveloped himself, until he stands naked before his own
criticism.

Prejudices have eaten deep into his skin, so

that the blood flows as he plucks them from him.

They

must all be surrendered; the prejudice of the fatherland,
the prejudice of the herd, must go; in the end he
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recognizes that one thing only is true, one thing only
sacred, life.
He knows the truth now and wishes to strengthen his
own faith.

He goes to some o.f his fellows and. talks to them.

Most of them d.o not understand him.
de~stand.

him.

Others refuse to un-

Some, however, among whom Perrotin the acad-

emic ian is notable, are yet mo;re alarming.
truth.

To their penetrating vision the nature of the po-

pular idols has long been plain.
folk.

They know the

But they are cautious

They compress their lips and. smile at one another

like the augurs of. ancient Rome.

Clerambault calls to mind

that other Indian saint, who took a solemn vow that he
would not withdraw from the world until he had. delivered
manking from suffering.

The truth still glows too fiercely

within him; he feels as if it would stifle him as it strives
to gush forth in volcanic eruption.

Once again he plunges

into the solitude of a wakeful night.
sounded. empty.

Men's words have

He listens to his conscience, and it speaks

with the voice of his son.

Truth knocks at the door of his

soul, and he opens to truth.

In this lonely night Oleram-

bault begins to speak to his fellows; no longer to individo..
uals, ·but to all mankind.

For the first time the man of

letters becomes aware of the poet's true mission, his responsibility for all persons and for

ev~rything.

He knows

that he is beginning a new war, he who alone must wage war
for all.

But the consciousness of truth is with him, his
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heroism has begun.
"Forgive us, ye Dead.," the dialogue of the country
with its children, is published.
the pamphlet.

At first no one heeds

But after a time it arouses public animosity,

A storm ot indignation bursts upon Clerambault, threatening
to lay his life in rutns.

Friends forsake him.

Envy, which

had long been orouohing for a spring, now sends whole regiments to the attack.

Ambitious colleagues seize the op-

portunity of proclaiming their patriotism in contrast with
his deplorable s·entiment s.

Worst of all for Clerambaul t

in that his innocent wife and daughter have to suffer on
his account.

They do nQt. upbraid him, but he feels as if

he had aimed a shaft against them.

He, who has hitherto

sunned himself in the warmth of family life and had enjoyed the comforts of modest fame, is now absolutely alone.
Nevertheless he .c.ontinq,es on his course, although
· these stations of the c;ross become harder and harder.
Rolland shows how Olerambault finds new friends, only to
discover that they too fail to understand him.
words are mutilated, his ideas misapplied,

How his

How he is

overwhelmed to learn that his fellows, those whom he wishes
to help, have no desire for truth, but are nourished by
falsehood; that they are continually in search, not of
freedom, but of some new form of slavery.

He perseveres

in his pilgrimage even when he has lost faith in his power
to help his fellow men, for this is no longer his goal.
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He passes men by, marching onward towards the unseen, towards truth; his love for truth exposing him ever more
pitilessly to the hatred of men.
Never has the tragedy of conscience been more simply
and more poignantly depicted than in this account of the
martyrdom of an average man.

In the heroic biographies,

heroism is displayed only by those in whom the heroic soul
is inborn, only by those whose flight is winged with genius.
In

~

Christophe, the moral vic.tory is a triumph of

native energy.

But in Clerambault we are shown that even

the weakling, even the mediocre man, every one of us, can
be stronger than the whole world if he have but the will.
It is open to every man to be true, open to every man to
win spiritual freedom, if he be at one with his

conscience~

and if he regard this fellowship with his oonsoienoe as of
greater value than fellowship with men and with the age.
For eaoh man there is always time, for eaoh man there is
always opportunity, to become master of realities.

CHAPTER VII
INTERNATIONALISM
Internationalism was in the thought of Romain Rolland
who is on that account an interesting exponent of a movement which played a large part in the intellectual life of
Paris before the war.
faith of a moralist.

Internationalismlfor Rolland was the
Rolland 2was prevented by his devotion

to internationalism from playing a patriot's part for France
during the war.

-

From a safe refuge in Switzerland he de-

nounced war and the selfish nationalisms that are responsible for it.

:a-amain RC?llan<l belonged to the generat'ion

which had been in no way responsible for the disaster of
1870 but suffered from its consequences; he grew up in an
~tmosphere

of national depression and dissatisfaction. and

found the way out in passionate devotion to international
interests.· When internationalism and nationalism clashed
with sudden violence in the fall of 1914, it was internationalism that prevailed in Romain Rolland's mind, and
he retired to Geneva to admonish his oountrymen for their
patriotic excesses.

The result was an estrangement which

made his voluntary exile from France no longer a matter of
choice.

It may be well to consider the conditions of

1 RenfLalou, Contemporary French Literature
(New York:. Vail-Ballou, 1924) , pp. 183-187.
York:

2 Churchman and Young,· French Literature (New
The Century Company, 1928), p. 235.
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mind which impelled Romain Rolland to alienate himself from
his fellow countrymen at a time when the very existence of
France was 3 in peril.
\Vhen Romain Rolland aame to Paris in the early
eighties, internationalism was very much "in the air,"
and the impulse fell upon his impressionable youth with
redoubled force through his favourite studies--music and
painting which are the most international of all the arts.
For Romain Rolland art must be~international; there is no
such thing as French or German culture; there is only
European culture.
Romain Rolland devoted himself ardently to the study
of music and was one of the first

:&1 rench

students to write

a doctoral thesis on a musical subject--The Origins of Op,era
before ~ully and Scarlatt.

He became a professor of the

.;t

history of music at the Ecole Normale and wrote lives of
Beethoven at;~.d Handel, besides many excellent articles of
musical criticism.

.But he never

loS~t

the original trend

and impulse of his firGt enthusiasm for German music.
Of this international, or rather German, trend in
music, it is enough to say that it enabled Ro,main Rolland
to appreciate Richard Strauss but not Debussy.

3 Cunliffe & DeBaoourt, .French Literature During,

~Half-Century: (New York:
pp. 190-203.
.

lli

York:

Still, h~

MacMillan Oompany, 1927},

4 Cunliffe & DeBacourt, French Literature (New
MacMillan Company, 1923}, pp. 390-391.
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might have retained his German sympathies in music, and
yet have been a good patriot; the definite determining
influence in the other direction was an intellectual rather
than a musical or artistic one--that of Tolstoy.

A vague

Tolstoyism was very much in vogue in Paris during Ro!llain
Rolland's student days-.:, and he was strongly affected by
it.

The three artists he constantly preferred from his

infancy

wer~,

he says, Tolstoy, Wagner, and Shakespeare.

Romain Rolland was., however, perplexed and distr.essed by his by his guide's open antagonism to art and to the
artists he loved, especially in music; and in his perplexity he wrote frankly to the great Russian novelist about
it.

Tolstoy responded in a long let.ter, dated October 4,

1887, in which he sketched the
veloped in

~

is

prin~iples

afterwards de-

~?

He attempted to apply to the drama Tolstoy's formula and test of popular appeal, and in carrying it out
Romain Rolland planned a series of dramas founded mainly
upon the history of the French Revolution.

Of these some

ten were projected, but only four were written or acted;
~

Loups (1898), Le Triomphe de la Raison (1899),

ton (1900),

~

1! .;;..Ju.;;;.;i=l=l=e..:;..t (1902).

~·

What attracted Romain

Rolland to the revolutionary period was its fondness for
abstract principles and its delight in vague disquisitions
about liberty and progress, of which the dramas are full.
There is much more enthusiasm in the treatise Le T~~tre ~
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Peuple than in the plays, but it !s significant that the
section advocating a national historical drama ends with
quotations from Schiller and Goethe elevating world-citizenship above patriotism and world literature above national literature.

It is hard to see h0 1Tof a historical drama

which has no national spirit can have any popular appeal.
It was about the time that this enterprise of a
national drama which was to be international in spirit
showed signs of coming to naught that Romain Rolland brought
to fruition the design he had long contemplated of an international novel.

Jean Christophe is an attempt to create

a totality, to write a book that is universal and

encyclo~

pedic, not merely narrative; a book which continually returns to the central problem of the world-all.

It combines

insight into the soul with an outlook into the age.

It

is the portrait of an entire generation, and simultaneously it is the biography of an imaginary individual.
is critical but at the same time productive; at

It

~nee

a

criticism of reality, and a creative analysis of the unconscious; it is a symphony in words, and a fresco of
contemporary ideas.

-

Romain Rolland explains in Jean

Q_h_ristophe that there is no one who has written for all;
no one who has fought for all.
the evil.

Rolland hoped to remedy

He wished to write for all nations and not for

his fatherland alone.

Not artists and men of letters

merely, but all who are eager to learn about life and
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about their own age, were to be supplied with a picture
of the enviromnent in which they were living.
Two contemporary problems claimed his deepest attention.

What sort of a great man could be expected to save
the world, spiritually at least, .in 1900? How 5could that
great man, 0n.oe imagined, solve the most pressing problem
of the time in Europe, namely, the relationship between
France and Germany?

Jean Christophe was a magnificent

attempt to solve these problems, and the war of 1914 was
the practical demonstration that the problem had not been
solved.
It was perhaps by accident that the smaller communities of the Rhine valley came in for less severe
criticism than the society of the Parisian capital.

On

·one, at the time, thought of attributing to the author
anything more than a philosophic internationalism which
was wide-spread among the intellectuals of all countries
and was held to make for peace.

It was therefore a sur-

prise to many admiring readers when, at the very outset
of the war, Romain Rolland took his place, not in the
midst of the conflict, .but above it and apart from it.
In the safe seclusion of Geneva he assumed not merely
justification for his own attitude of detachment, but his
competence to lecture all parties to the great struggle,

0 Saurat, Modern French Literature (New ·York:

Putnam's Sons, 1946), p. 82.
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his own country among the rest.

He condemned the Allies

for accepting the help of the Japanese and other Oriental
races, and the Socialists for allowing their feelings of
patriotism to get the better of their political theories.
The 6latter passage was perhaps the one which gave
the main ground of offence, and. it is ?nly fair to quote
it in its entirety:
As for you socialists who on both sides claim to be
defending liberty against tyranny--French liberty against the Kaiser, German liberty against the Czar, is it
a question of defending one despotism against another?
Unite and attack both.
There was no reason for war between the Western
nations; French, English, and German, we are all brothers and do not hate one another. The war-preaching
press is envenomed by a minority, a minority vitally
interested in mai.ntaining these hatreds; but our peoples,
I know, ask for peace and liberty and that alone. The
real tragedy, to one situated in the midst of the conflict and able to look down from the high plateaus of
Switzerland into all the hostile camps, is the patent
fact that actually each of the nations is being menaced
in its deatest possessions--in its honour, its independence, its life. Who has brought these plagues upon
them? Brought them to the desperate alternative of
overwhelming their adversary or dying? None other than
their governments and above all, in my opinion, the
three great culprits, the three rapacious eagles, the
three empires, the tortuous policy of the house of
Austria, the ravenous greed of Czarism, the brutality
of Prussia~ The worst enemy of each nation is not without, but within i~s frontiers, and none has the courage
to fight against 1t. It is the monster of a hundred
hea~s, ~he monster named Imperialism, the wil~ to pride
dom1nat1on, which seeks to absorb all or subdue all
or break all, and will suffer no greatness except it~
self. For the Western nations Prussian imperialism is
th~ most dangerous. Its hand u:plifted in menace a..,
ga1nst Europe has forced us to join in arms against
this outcome of a military and feudal caste, which is
the curse not only of the rest of the world but also
of Germany itself, whose thought it has subtly poisoned.
6 Romain Rolland, ~~Maison (Paris:
1908), pp. 234-244.

Ollendorf:f,
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We must destroy this first: but not this alone;
the Russian autocracy too will have its turn.
,
Every nation to. a greater or less ~xtent ~a~· an ~m
perialism of ·its own, and whether 1t be m1l1tary,
financial, fe'udal, republican, social, qr intellectual'·
it is always the octopus sucking the best blood of
Europe. Let the f.ree men of all the countries of
Europe when the war is ever take up again the motto
of Voltaire: 'Ecrasons l'infame~' 1
I'

This appeal was printed in a Swiss n$Wspaper (Le
,

I

-

Journal. de Gen)ve) in Septemb.er, 1914, when the via-

,

torious invader was still advahcirig upon Paris and every
Frenchman worthy of the name was putting forth all that.
was in-him to withstand the assault.
, was outraged

at-

French sentiment

Romain Rolland's suggestion -of divided

counsels and divided efforts at such a c·risis t when the
\

very life of the nation was hanging in the balance, and
public opinion passed upon him a sentence of ostracism
which seems likely to ·be permanent.

Like his hero,

Jean Christophe, he was allowed to return to his native
c0untry because of the last illness of his mother, but
France has not forgiven him, and it is doubtful whether
she ever will.
This period made him an international leader of
the pacifist movement on the spiritual plane.

He was a

great figure in the movement in the sense that many
members came to him as to a prophet.

But he could not,

of course, take an effective part in it.
I.

ABOVE THill CONFJ:,IQT
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On September 22, l914, 7the essay Au-dessus de la

AL was published in
meree

~

Journal

~

'
Geneva.

The title,

Above the Battle, has become at once a watchword and a
term of a·buse. Rolland 8made many bitter enemies among
his compatriots by his aloofness.
quarrels of the factions, the essay

But amid the discordant
w~s

the first utter ...

ance to sound a clear note of imperturbable justice, bring ..
ing solace to thousands.

It9is a denunciation of war apd

nationalism.
It is animated by a strange and tragic emotion,
resonant of the hour when countless myriads were bleeding
and dying, and among them many of Rolland's intimate friends.
·It is the outpouring of a rive,n heart, the heart of one
who would move others, breathing as it does the heroic
determination to try conclusions with a world that has
fallen a prey to madness.

It opens with an ode to the

youthful fighters.
0 younglOmen that shed your blood for-the thirsty
7.Romain Rolland, Above the Battle (Chicago:
Open Court, 1916}, pp. 7...193. --- ·
.
York:

8 Wright, ! Histor~ .Qt. French Literature (New
Oxford University ress, 1925), p. 890.
,

York:

9 Churchman & Young, French Literature (New
The 0 entur;v 0 ompany, 1928) , p. 236.

10 Rolland, Above
Court, 1916), p. 37.

~Battle

(Chicago:

The

The Open
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earth with so generous a joy! 0 heroism of the
worldl What a harvest for destruction to reap
under~this splendid summer sun!
Young men of all
nations, brought into conflict .by a common ideal,
all of you, marching to your deaths, are dear to
me.
But after this ode to the faj.thful, to those who
believe themselves to be discharging their highest duty,
Rolland turns to consider the intellectual leaders of the
nations and apostrophises them thus:
For11what are you squandering them, these living
riches, these treasures of heroism entrusted to your
hands? What ideal have you held up to the devotion
of these youths so eager to sacrifice themselves?
Mutual slaughter! A European war!
He accuses the leaders of taking cowardly refuge
behind an idol they term fate.

Those who understood

their responsibilities so ill that they failed to prevent the war, inflame and poison it now that it has begun.

A terrible picture.

In all countries, everything

becomes involved in the torrent; among all peoples, there
is the same ecstasy for that which is destroying them.
Humanity is al2symphony of great collective souls.
He who cannot understand it and love it until he has
destroyed a part of its elements, is a barbarian"
For the finer spirits of Europe, there are two dwelling places: our earthly fatherland, and the City
of God. Of the one we are the guests, of the other
the builders. It is our dut,y to build the walls of
this city ever higher and stronger, that it may
dominate the injustice and the hatred of the nations.
Then shall we have a refuge wherein the brotherly and
free spirits from out all the world may assemble.
11 Ibid., p. 40.
12

~.,

p. 54.
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This faith in a lofty ideal soars like a sea-mew
over the ooean of blood.

Rolland is well aware how little

hope there is that his words oan make themselves audible
abo~e

the clamor of thirty million warriors.
The essay Au-dessus

~

1\ /

.!!: melee was the first stroke

of the woodman's axe in the overgrown forest of hatred;
thereupon, a roaring eoho thundered from all side, reverberating reluctantly in the newspapers.
land resolutely continued his work.

Undismayed, Rol-

He wished to out a

clearing into whioh a few sunbeams of reason might shine
I

through the gloomy and suffocating atmosphere despite the
faot 13that he was severed from his compatriots and contemporaries, and lost his Frenohl4passport.

II.

THE COUNSELOR

During these years, many people, young for the
most part, came to Rolland for advioe in matte-rs of oonsoienoe.

They asked whether, seeing that their oonviotions

were opposed to war, they ought to refuse military servioe,
in aooordanoe with the teaohing of Tolstoy, and following
the example of the conscientious objectors; or whether they
should obey the biblicalpreoept, Resist not evil.
York:

'I'hey

13 Ohinard, Histoire des Lettres Fran~aises (New
Ginn and Company, 19~417 p. 279.

14 Miohaud, Modern 'I'hou~ht & Literature in France
( New York: :&"'unk and Wagnalls ompany, 1934), p-;-30. ,
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enq_uired whether they should take an open stand against
the injustices committed by their country, or whether
they should endure fn silence.

Others besought spiritual

counsel in their troubles of conscience.

All who came

seemed to imagine that they were coming to one who possessed a maxim, a fixed principle concerning conduct in relation to the war.
To all these enquiries Rolland returned the same
answer that they should follow their conscience.

They

should seek out their own truth and realize it.

There

is no ready-made truth, no rigid formula, which one per ...
son can hand over to another.

Each must create truth for

himself, according to his own model.

There is no other

rule of moral conduct than that a man should seek his own
light and should be guided by it even against the world.
He who lays down his arms and accepts imprisonment, does
·rightly when he follows the inner light, and is not
prompted by vanity or by simple imitativeness.

He like-

wise is right, who takes up arms with no intention to
use them in earnest, who thus cheats the state that he
may propagate his ideal and save his inner

freedom--pro~

vided always he acts in accordance with his own nature.
Rolland declared that the one essential was that a man
should believe in his own faith.

The only man who did

wrong, the only man who acted falsely, was he who allowed
himself to be swept away by another's ideals, he who,
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influenced by the intoxication of the crowd, performed
actions which conflicted with his own nature.
There is bnt one truth, such was Rolland's
answer to all.

The only truth is that which a man finds

within himself and recognizes as his very own.
Rolland therefore refuses to act as authority for
others.

He demands that every one should recognize the

supreme authority of his own conscience.
be taught; it must be lived.

Truth cannot

He who thinks clearly, and

having done so acts freely, produces conviction, not by
words but by his, nature.

Rolland has been a ole to help

an entire generation, because from the height of his
loneliness he has shown the world how a man makes an idea
live for all time by loyalty to that which he has recognized as truth.

Rolland's counsel was not word but

_deed; tt was the moral simpltcity of his own example.

CHAPT:B1R VIII
TRAVEL (INDIA)
I.

INTRODUCTION

His ideas and spiritual 'impulses, baffled on the
political plane and checked at every point -by the devel..o
opment of European history, transferred themselves to a
cosmic plane.
ren.

He~ce

The Europeans were really untaught child-

Rolland's extraordinary flight to India.

His contacts with Indian students, thinkers, religious
leaders, and political men became close and numerous,
and his volumes on Indian thinkers made extremely interesting reading of a somewhat pathetic character.
Obviously he was overanxious to persuade us, and he was
perhaps not entirely convinced that· he was doing the
right thing.

It is also difficult not to feel that the

old myth created

be~vond

the Rhine of a deep resemblance

between Germany and India held sway in the dark

re~

cesses of Romain Rolland's mind.
II.

PROJ;>HmTS OF THE NEW INDIA

Romain Rolland said that he had dedicated his
.

1

whole life to the reconciliation of mankind.

He essayed

1 Romain Rolland, Prophets £! the New India
(New York: H. and c. Boni, 1930), pp:-3~6so.
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to bring it about among the peoples of Europe, especially
between those two great Western peoples, who are brethren
and yet enemies.

He also tried the same task for t;he

West and the East.

He also desired to reconcile the

two antithetical forms of spirit for which the West and
the East are wrongly supposed to stand--reason and faith
--or perhaps it would be more accurate to say, the diverse forms of reason and of faith; for the West and the
East share them both almost equally although few suspect
it.
An absurd separation has been made between these
two halves of the saul, and it is presumea that they are
incompatible.

The only incompatibility lies in the na-

rrowness of view, which those who erroneously claim to
be their representatives, share in common.
On the one hand, those who call themselves religious shut themselves up within the four walls of their
chapel and not only refuse to come out but they would
deny to all outside those four walls the right to live,
if they could.

On the other hand, the freethinkers,

who are for the most part without any religious sense
at all, too often consider it their mission in life to
fight against religious souls and in turn deny their
right to exist.

The result is the futile spectacle of a.

systematic attempt to destroy religion on the part of
men who do not perceive that they are attacking something
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which they do not understand.
The first qnalification 2for knowing, jndging, and
if desirable condemning a religion is to have made experiments for oneself in the fact of religions consoionsness.

Even those who have followed a religions vocation

are not all qnalified to speak on the snbject; for, if
they. are sincere, they will recognize that the fact of
religions conscionsness_and the profession of religion
are two different things.

Many very honourable priests

are believers by obedience or from interested or indolent
motives and have either never felt the need of religions
experience or have shrunk from gaining it because these
may beset many souls who are or who ·believe they are free
from all religious belief, but who in reality live immersed in a state of super-rational consciousness, which
they term--Socialism, Communism, Humanitarianism, Nationalism and even Rationalism.

It is the qnality of

though,t and not its object which determines its source
and allows us to decide whether or not it emanates from
religion.

If it turns fearlessly towards the search for

truth at all costs with single-minded sincerity prepared
for any sacrifice, it is called religious; for it

pre~

supposes faith in an end to human effort higher than the
life of the individual, at times higher than the life of
existing society, and even higher than the life of
2 Ibid., p. 18.
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humanity as a whole.

Skepticism itself when it proceeds

from vigorous natures true to the core, when it is an
expression of strength and not of weakness, joins in the
march of the Grand Army of the religious soul.
On the other hand, thousands of cowardly ·be ...
lievers, clerical and lay, within the churches have no
right to wear the colours of religion.

They do not be-

lieve because they choose to believe but wallow in the
stable where they

we~e

b.orn in front of mangers full of

the grain of comfortable 'beliefs upon which all they have
to do is to ruminate.
Rolland said that he himself did not believe in
one personal God, least of all in a God of Sorrow only.
But he believed t.hat in all that exists, including joy
and sorrow and with them all forms of life, in mankind,
and ;ln men and· in the Universe, the only God is He who
is a perpetual birth.
every instant.

The creation takes place anew

Religion is never accomplished.

It is

a ceaseless action and the will to strive--the outpour ...
ing of a spring, never a stagnant pond.
For a century in new India Unity has been the
target for the arrows of all archers.

l!,iery person-

alities throughout this century have sprung from her'
sacred earth.

Whatever may be the differences between

them their goal ,is ever the same--human unity through
God.

And through all the changes of workmen Unity itself
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has expanded and gained in precision.
From first to last this great movement has been
one of Cooperation on a footing of complete equality
between the West and the East, between the powers of
reason and those--not of faith in the sense of blind
acceptance, a sense it has gained in servile ages among
exhausted races--but of vital and penetrating intuition.
Rolland chose two men who have won his regard because with incomparable charm and power they have real•
ised a splendid symphony of the Universal Soul--Ramarkrishna and Vivekananda.
The subject of this book is threefold and yet
one.

It comprises the story of two extraordinary lives-

-one half legendary, the other a veritable epic.

It is

the account of a lofty system of thought, at once religious and philosophic, mora.l and social, with its
message for modern humanity from the depths of India's
past.
There is neither East nor West for the naked
soul; such things are merely its trappings.
world is its home.

The whole

And as its home is each one of us.

it belongs to all of us.
Romain Rolland explains the source of inner
thought that

~as

given birth to this work.

He was born and spent the first fourteen years
of his life in a part of central France, where his
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family had been established for centuries.

His line was

purely French and Catholic without any foreign admixture.

And the early environment wherein he was sealed

until his arrival in Paris about 1880 was an old district of the Nivernais where nothing from the outside
world was allowed to penetrate within' its charmed circle.
So in this closed vase modelled from the clay of
Gaul with its flaxen blue sky and its rivers.

He dis-

covered all the colours of the universe during his
childhood.
th~

With staff in hand in later years he scoured

roads of thought, he found nothing that was strange

in any oountry.

All the aspects of mind that he found

or felt were in their origin the same as his.

Outside

experience merely brought him the realisation of his
own mind, the states of which he had noted but to which
he had no key.
Rolland said that he was bringing to Europe the
fruit of a new autumn, a new message of the Soul, the
symphony of India, bearing the name of Ramakrishna.

It

can be shown that this symphony, like those of the
classical masters, is built up of a hundred different
musical elements emanating from the past.

But the

sovereign personality concentrating in himself the
diversity of these elements and fashioning them into a
royal harmony is always the one who gives his name to
the work, though it contains within itself the labor of
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generations.

And with his victorious sign he marks a

new era.
The man whose image he evoked was the consummation
of two thousand years of the spiritual life of three
hundred million people.

Although he has been dead forty

years his soul animates modern India.

He was no hero of

action like Gandhi, no genius in art or thought.

He

was a little village Brahmin of Bengal, whose outer life
was set in a limited frame without striking incident,
.outside the political and social activities of his time.
But his inner life embraced the whole multiplicity of
men and Gods.
If there is one place on the face of the earth
where all the dreams of living men have found a home
from the very earliest days when man ·began the dream of
existence, it is India.

For more than thirty centuries

the tree of Vision, with all its thousand branches and
their millions of twigs, has sprung from that torrid
land, the burning womb of.the gods.

It renews itself

tirelessly, showing no signs of decay; all kinds of
fruit ripen upon its boughs at the same time; side by
side are found all kinds of gods from the most savage
to the highest--to the formless God, the Unnamable,
the Boundless One.

•

•

Always the same tree.

And the su·bstance and thought of its interlaced
·branches, through which the same sap runs, have been so
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closely knit together, that from root to topmost twig
the whole tree is vibrant, like the mast of the great
ship of the Earth, and it sings one great symphony,
composed of the thousand voices and the thousand faiths
of mankind.

What doth it profit a man to reign over a

world for the most part enslaved, debased or destroyed?
Better to reign over life, comprehended, reverenced and
embraced as one great whole, wherein he must learn how
to coordinate its opposing forces in an exact equilibrium.

This is the supreme knowledge we can learn from

Universe Souls.
In this book Rolland led European thought to the
distant countries of religious mythology, WAose

wide~

spreading tree, the giant banyan, too often considered
·by the vVest to be dried up and withered, continues to
shoot out great flowering branches.

It can ·be discovered.

that between one country and another the gulf of centuries dividing them is, when subjected to the "wireless"
of free understanding, no wider than a hair's breadth
and the space of a second.
The great disciple whose task it was to take up
the spiritual heritage of Ramakrishna and3disseminate
the grain of his thought throughout the world was both
physically and morally his direct antithesis.
3 Rolland, Life and Gos~el £! Vivekananda (India:
Vireswarananda, 1931), p:-3.
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Vivekananda could only attain his heights by
sudden flights amid tempests which reminded Rolland over
and over again of Beethoven.

Even.in moments of rest

upon it upon its bosom the sails of his ship were filled
with every wind that blew.

Earthly cries, the suffering

of the age, fluttered round him like a flight of
ed gulls.

The

pas~ions

his lion's heart.

famish~

of strength were striving within

He was energy personified, and action

was his message to men.

For him as for Beethoven it was

the root of all the virtues.
His athletic form was the opposite of the fragile
and tender, yet wiry, body of Ramakrishna.

He wa.s tall,

square shouldered, broad chested, stout, rather heavily
built; his arms were muscular and trained to all kinds
of sports.

He had an olive complexion, a full face,

vast forehead, strong jaw, a pair of magnificent eyes,
large, dark and rather prominent with heavy lids, whose
shape recalled the classic comparison to a lotus leaf.
Nothing escaped the magic of his glance, capable equally
of embracing in its irresistible charm or of sparkling
with wit, irony, or kindness, of losing itself in ecstasy,
or of plunging imperiously to the very depths of consciousness and of withering with its fury.

But his

pre-eminent characteristic was kingliness.

He was a

born king and no·body ever came near him either in India
or America without paying homage to his majesty.
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He very rarely realised the oalm air, the limpid
spaces of thought, whereon Ramakrishna's smile hovered.
His super-powerful body and too vast brain were the predestined battle field for all the shooks of his stormtossed soul.

The present and the past, the East and the

West, dream and action, struggled for supremacy.

He

knew and could achieve too muoh to be able to establish
harmony by renouncing one part of his nature or one part
of truth.

The synthesis of his great opposing forces

took years of struggle, consuming his courage and his
very life.

Battle and life for him were synonymous.

And his days were numbered.

Sixteen years passed between

·Ramakrishna's death and that of his great disciple.
years of conflagration.

•

•

He was less than forty

years of age when the athlete lay stretched upon the
pyre.
But the flame of that pyre is still alight today.

From his

a~hes

has been reborn the self con-

sciousness of India faith in Unity. His one single
flame was: nA religion whioh14will give us faith in
ourselves, a national self-respect, and the power to
feed and educate the poor and relieve the misery around us.

If you want to find God, serve man!"

Vivekananda states:5
--.....--:-~---··

4 Rolland, 2£• oit., p. 540.
5 I"bid., p. 551.

•
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I accept all religions·that were in the past,
and.worship with them all; I worship God with every
one of them. Is God's book finished? Or is it
still a continuous revelation going on? It is a
marvellous book, the Spiritual Revelations of the
world. The Bible and all other sacred. books are
but so many pages, and an infinite number of pages
remain yet to be unfolded. We stand in the present
but open ourselves to the infinite future. We
take in all that has been in the past, enjoy the
light of the present and open every window of the
heart for all that will come in the future. Salutation to.all the prophets of the past, to all the·
great ones of the present, and to all that are to
come in the future!
Vivekananda's two maxims of conduct are:

6

Do not destroy~ Build, if you can help to build.
But if you cannot, do .not interfere! It is better
to do nothing than to do ill. Never speak a word
against any sincere conviction. If you have one,
serve it, but without harming the servants of
different convictions. If you have none, look on!
Be content with the role of a spectator.
The second: 7
Take man as he stands, and from thence give him
a lift along his ovm road. You need not fear that
that road will take you out of your way. God is the
centre of all the radii, and each of us is converging
along one of them.
·
Vivekananda says that spirituality is in everybody, but more or less latent, suppressed, or freely
poured out.

He who is a fountain of it is by his pre•

sence alone, by the very music of his gushing waters,
a call, an awakener of hidden springs, which did not
know of their own existence or were afraid to avow it.
6

7

...

Ibid., p. 553.

Illi·' p. 554.
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In this sense there is certainly a gift--a living communication of spirituality·.
Vivekananda states: 8
We have to cover everything with the Lord Himself,
not by a false sort of optimism, not by blinding
our eyes to the evil, ·but by really seeing God in
everything--in good and evil, in sin and in the
sinner, in happiness and misery, ;in life and in
death. If you have a wife _it does not mean that
you are to abandon her, but that _you are to se~
God in'your wife~ He is in her; in you, in your
child. He is everywhere. Such a sentiment does
not rob life of any of its riches; but it makes its
riches and its miseries the same.
DesJre ancl evil itself haye their uses. There
is a glory in happirtess, there is a glory in suffering. As for me, I am glad I have committed many
errors, because every one of them has been a great
lesson. N<;>,t_ that you should not have property,
have all you want. Only know the truth and realise
it. All belongs to the Lord, put God in your every
movement. The whole scene changes, and the world
-instead of appearing as one of woe and misery,
will become a heaven.
He9who does not believe in hJmself is an atheist.
But. it is not a selfish faith. It means faith in
all, because you are all. Love for yourselves means
love for all, for you are all one.
Unity is the touchstone of truth. All that
contributes to Unity is truth. A love is truth, and
a hate is not: for it works for multiplicity; it is
a disintegrating force.
The proper mission of Ramakrishna's disciples
seems to be precisely this--to watch that his vast heart,
which was open to all sincere hearts in the world and
to all forms of their love and their faith, should
never, like other Sacred Hearts be shut up upon an altar,
8 Ibid., p. 555.

9

~.,

p. 564.
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in a Church, where access is only permitted after giving
the password of a Credo,
should give.

He ought not to take.

He

l!,or he who takes will suffer the fate of

those who have taken in the past, the Alexanders, the
conquerors; their conquests vanish with them into the
grave.

He alone is Victorious in space and time who

gives, who gives himself

completely~-without

any thought

of return,
The spiritual harvest of Ramakrishna and Vivekananda was not scattered broadcast to the winds.

It

was garnered by Vivekananda's own hands and placed under
the protection of wise and laborious farmers, who knew
how to keep it pure and to bring it to fruition.
Vivekananda'·s spirit was essentially realistic
both in education and religion.

He said:lO

The real teacher is he who can infuse all his
power into the bent of his pupil, • who will take
someone as he stands and help him forward. What is
education? Education is the nervous assooiation of
certain ideas. Education is a question of developing ideas into instincts. Until they had reaohed
that stage they could not be considered. to be real
and vital possessions of knowledge.
·
Religion·is the same, Religion is neither word
nor doctrine. • It iS deed. It is to be and to
become •. :Not to hear and acoept. It is the whol-e
soul char,~.ged into that which believel:l. That is what
religion is,
10 Ibid., p. 608.

CHAPTI!1R IX

ELEMENTS IN THE ESTHETIC OF ROMAIN ROLLAND
Romain Rolland's esthetic theory seems to center
on the principle that art manifestations should convey
moral truth.

The question naturally arises:

What is

this moral truth that Romain Rolland wishes to set forth,
if not to communicate to his readers?

.The answer is

voluminous and exaeedingly diffiault to clarify.

There

is found a sort of pantheism in religion, faith in the
brotherhood of man, with continued insistence on the
virtues of the heroic conquered the fulfilled their destiny through every type of suffering, inspired by the
divine forces of life and faith, and holding as ideals
love and strength.

Romain Rolland undoubtedly had re-

ligious training as a chj.ld.

Although early in life he

ceased to subscribe to an orthodox creed, he never has
lost a trusting faith in mankind.
Two of the cardinal points of his creed are the
universality of God and its corollary, the brotherhood
of man.
The large part that mysticism plays in the .
philosophy and the writings of Romain Rolland is due not
only to his character; it was fostered and ·brought to
fruition by the great wave of mysticism that swept
Europe during those years.

The immediate cause was
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probably Tolstoy, but it gathered momentum in reaction
to the all-powerful cult of science which had just preceded it.

The formation of Romain Rolland's esthetic

may have been his solitude, the result probably of a
delicate physique, his segregation as a child, and of
the consequent shyness, making it hard for him to find
new friends in a bewildering milieu at Paris. and also
the inevitable concomitant of an artistic, especially
a musical nature.

For the musician lives apart in his

realm of music, in which none can ever enter with him.
Finding this solitude overwhelming, he may have sublimated his desire for physical companionship in an intellectual creed.

Apart from his sister, the only friend he

had was Felix Sua~es, with whom he frequently had difficulties.

Most of his life he spent alone, withdrawn

from men in actual life, 1)ut close to them in thought.
Feeling strong in himself this oneness with the
guiding force of the universe and all mankind, admitting
intellectually no detachment from his fellows, he believed strongly in the eventual progress of humanity.
To encourage this progress, Romain Rolland thought
that one should signal out as examples those great
figures and movements in the past which marked a step
in advance, even though at the time the efforts seemed
unavailing.
~·

These men were the great Vainqueurs Vain-

Their contribution to the progress of humanity
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was primarily in their faith, in their idealism, in
their conquest of suffering and misunderstanding, in
their singleness of purpose; we of the present, and
those to come, can learn by their endeavors what are the
real values in life.

This explains the choice of such

men as Saint Louis, Danton, and of such periods as the
French Revolution, periods of turmoil and therefore
evidence of abundant life and faith, either in religion,
in the sacredness of the country, or in the innate
wholesomeness of man especially

1!

£6Uple.

Progress

postulates a goal; and this for Romain Rolland is

in~

tar-nationalism and the reign of mutual understanding,
forbearance, love, and universal peace.

The element of

strength or force in his philosophy is not only physical
vitality, which he often stresses in his writing and for
which he seems to betray a lively admiration, but rather
concentration of effort to accomplish those ends the individual deems the highest.

This all sums up 'in the

single word "idealism" or "moral grandeur"--ddeals of
'

.

every abstract virtue, justice, health, life (because
for him life, either physical or spiritual, is a virtue), love, peace, truth, faith, intellectual awareness,
and their corollaries--hatred of vice and dishonesty,
The morality which Romain Rolland has elevated into
ideals--is not temporal or local--not that of arry class
at any time, which he recognizes as superficial--but
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the underlying truths; it may be expressed thus:
Morality is the self-conscious living of life.
He erects as a cardinal point in his morality,
in his self-conscious living of life, that very life as
the supreme good.

This deification of life Romain Rol-

land does not confine to any definition but includes all
kinds of life, physical and mental.

In comment one

might say that life in itself has no moral value; the
value lies in· our attitude to it.

While admitting the

im:J?ortance of one's attitude to life., Romain Rolland
seems to think that life itself is its own
tification.

jus-

~oral

Frequently in his theater, especially in

his musical criticism, above all in his novels, Jean

/

Christophe and l'Ame Enchantee, we find reference to this
conception of life.
A corollary of the worship of life is the high

\

regard for nature; and Romain Rolland is consistent in

\

this particular.

He finds nature essentially moral in

supplying man with

f~iendship

and companionship.

1

An important indication of the inner drive

Ro~

main Rolland felt to convey his "message" to the world
is his courage in continuing in face of great odds.
This heroic trait, found .in Michael Angelo and in ·
Beethoven, in every great man who had difficulty in the
1 Romain Rolland. Jean Christophe (Paris:
Ollendorff, 1910), pp. 16-17.
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beginning, enabled him to :prooeed with his mission,
a1.though it oaused him to alter his approach,

To con-

.:tinue to write when :publisher and public laok, when his
plays fall unnoticed, and his artioles gain slight
attention, to essay various forms until he found those
best suited as vehioles for his thought, biography,
novel, and oritioal essay, this surely is a virtue of
no mean order..

It is even the more remarkable in view

of the fact that he had two :professions to which he could
turn, which did, indeed, support him in an economio
sense during these apparently 'barren years--teaching
and journalism.
The other abstract terms we constantly meet in
his

work~-moral

grandeur, justice, health, love, faith,

intellectual awareness--all of these are relative and
not to be interpreted generally; in each instance the
particular explanation must be sought.

For example,

Romain Rolland gives muoh space to faith as a guiding
:factor in life.

While admitting the variable qualities

of these virtues, we may safely say that Romain Rolland
is sure that in every instance there is present some
form of his moral good, and that his duty, as an artist,
in furthering the progress of humanity, is to communicate
this good to every one.
Although the elements in the esthetic of Romain
Rolland may show the influenoe of Romain Rolland's
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youth, aarly religious training, solitude, and weak
ph.ysique, and although in many respects the esthetic
was already formulated in 1887 when he first wrote to
Tolstoy, undeniably it received reinforcement and confirmation from the latter, especially from the book
What Then Must We Do? published.
------..---

in 1887 in French,

In

view of the general misconceptions regarding the contents of this book, it might be well here to recapitulate
those passages dealing especially with art.

Their im-

portance with regard to Romain Rolland 1 s esthetic il:l
apparent.
In this severe indictment of the selfish, wicked
life of the town, Tolstoy first clearly expresses the
sense of injustice he feels in the civilization of
Europe and attempts to enlarge upon the basic evils responsi'ble for it.

Among these evils are the division

of labor and contemporary science and art.

Endeavoring

to determine what division of labor is just, he reaches
the conclusion that no 2one has the right to live without
contributing one's share of labor.

As for science and

art, they cater to the pampered. rich and contri'bute
nothing to the people who supply scientists and artists
with daily bread.

The c'hief danger lies just here ...... that

scientists and artists make of themselves a privileged
2 Tolstoy, What Then Must We Do? (London:
Oxford Press), p. 360. - - - -
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caste, enslaving others to keep themselves well housed
and well fed.

rrscience and art are as necessary to man
as food, drink and clothing, even more 3necessary. But
science here means the knowledge of what it is most
necessary for man to

know~-the

knowledge of how to ob-

tain iron, or knowledge of the movements of the celestial
bodies."4
Tolstoy concludes that we must not lie; that we
must repent and scrape off the pride of education, talents and refinements, and above all procure our own
food, clothing, heating and dwelling, and in doing this
to serve others.

He finds that after the necessary phy-

sical labor of attending to one's immediate needs is
discharged, he has plenty of time for mental activity
and personal intercourse. .This is perforce an extremely brief and imperfect r(sum:e of two salient points of
Tolstoy's criticism of our civilization:
labor, and trl,l.e science and art.

division of

Its importance lies in

the similarity between Tolstoy's thought and certain
aspects of Romain Rolland's esthetic.
The doctrine of the necessity of manual labor
never assumes much importance in the thought of Romain
Rolland until of recent years.
3

.

Ibid., p. 308.

4 Ibid., p. 310.
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Tolstoy's esthetic theory was that if ari art work
is not comprehensible immediately to the simplest peasant,
it has failed of its purpose.

This theory is found in

What is Art? which appeared in France
--

in a garbled edition

in 1897. just when agitation began to awaken interest in
the People's Theatre, and undoubtedly was eagerly read
by Romain Rolland.

Even though he could not follow the

great Russian to this extreme, it is safe to assume that
he was profoundly affected, especially ten years earlier, by Tolstoy's desire to bring men together through
art.

A secondary, but none the less important indica-

tion, is the ·profound esteem in which Romain Rolland
held the earlier novels of Tolstoy,
1864-1869,

and~

~and

Karenina 1873-1877.

Peace,

Again and again

he refers to their abundance of life, especially in his
biography of Tolstoy.
The idealism of Malw1.da von Meysenbug also served
to strengthen Romain Rolland in his conception of art
as essentially utilitarian from a moral point of view.
The following quotations are illuminating.

Romain Rol.-

land writes to Malwida under the date of August 23, 1890:
Racine's tragedy, as I see it, is intended for 5
an aristocracy of the heart--Goethe's for an aristocracy .of the intellect. Racine's sentiments are
much too delicate--as Goethe's are much too lofty--to
5 Romain Rolland, Letters of Romain Rolland and
Malwida YQU Meysenbug (New York: ~olt and Company.--19:.?3·)

t

p. 110.
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be caught by other than noble souls. Still I
should believe Racine more nearly within the reach
of the public than Goethe; for a special sort of
culture is requirea for the creation of an aristocracy of the intellect, whereas nature often produces fine hearts, without need of any particular
training, except for further refinement. But you
see, I do not find in any of them the ideal work of
art. Art which is meant for the delicate, fastidious, or intelligent seems to me to be the result
of an insidious egoism. I believe that Art should
be like Nature; it should.satisfy the needs and the
aspirations of all classes and of all men. And I
understand fully that Art must disappear, whenever
an ideal humanity shall live a really artistic life
in natural surroundings which are divinely beautiful.
Malwida answered:
6
Do you not ·believe that art in general, the real
art which has the divine spark, is meant only for
the noblest, and can be understood by them alone?
The greatest masterpieces have always been appreciated
only by an aristocracy of sentiment and intelligence.
Yes, art should, like nature, satisfy the aspirations
of all men. But, dear friend, for that to be possible,
all men would have to have aspirations; they would
have to have hearts pure and simple enough to understand beauty instinctively, or they would have to be
so fully developed mentally and spiritually that their
senses were perfect.
Romain Rolland never has been concerned with enforcing any code of morals; he only wants the individual
to be true to himself in the circumstances in which he
finds himself.

Therefore, to cite only one example,

probably the clearest, Jean Christophe condemns himself
harshly for his adultery with Anna Braun in

~

Buisson

ardent, but there is nothing but understanding for Annette Rivi)re's violation of bourgeois morality in her
irregular relations with Roger Brissot, the father of
6 Ibid., p. 111.
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her son.

It is the fundamental spirit that interests

Romain Rolland not a rule of thumb to be applied to all
situations.
In general conclusion, Romain Rolland's chief
esthetic principle is his conception of art as primarily
'

conveying moral truths to his readers; these truths are
the value of life per se, humanitarianism, sincerity,
justice, lOve, and faith, all contributing to moral
grandeur,

His early life and religious training, his

solitude, ill-health, the influence of Tolstoy and of
Malwida von Meysenbug--all of this sponsored and developed his natural esthetic inclination, which lead him
manifestations of art which do not spring from the same
basic principle as his.

Form is of importance only when

exacted from within, never when arbitrarily imposed from
without.

The work of art is essentially dynamic and de-

mands a flexible form suitable in each instance to the
particular problem.

CHAPTER X
COlrQLUSION

The author's fame rests primarily upon the early
volumes of Jean-Christophe, and in the second place upon
his books of musical criticism and biography.

Highly en-

dowed intellectually and emotionally, and possessed with
'

a somewhat vague idealism- almost mystical in many of its
expressions, Romain Rolland has a communicable sincerity
which is exceedingly attractive.

If some of his dreams

of universal peace, kindness, and mutual appreciation
seem unattainable in a world shattered by the War and
brought face to face with immediate problems of physical
life and death, the;v were nevertheless good dreams, and
there were many who shared them in the better time when
\they seemed still capable of realization.

\

la~

If Romain Rol-

continued to dream when the time for action had

come~

'·'-

and found fault with those who were dreaming no

longer> one must remember that this is the weak side of
the

ideal\~' s

lieved·in

faith,

Like his master Tolstoy, he be-

th~raculous

simplicity of

h~art

efficacy of non-resistance and

while he rejected any divine authority

'

for these principles, and he continued to believe in
them when they were contradicted by the facts.

A cer-

tain vagueness and looseness in his thinking had been
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remarked by the aritios before the War. long before any
one suspected the possibility of his estrangement from
. I

I

the heart of France.

Again like Tolstoy, he invested

the people with imaginary virtues, as if they were naturally endowed with gifts and graces not to be found
among those of higher sooial station and greater intelligenoe.

As a matter of faot, it was among the

bourgeoisie that Romain Rolland found readers.

The

people, so aalled, had as little taste for his works of
musioal oritioism and biography and his novels of intellectual and spiritual refinement as they had for his
international-national dramas.

It is among the intellec-

tuals of the middle class that sympathy with his views
and appreciation of his work and personality are still
to be found.
1
His form is often careless and orude, but it has
high lights of great beauty and true art.

In his own

life he has waged many battles that have left soars upon his sensitive temperament and fine soul.

They have

never shattered his spiritual creed, his faith in humanity.

He has written ardently in behalf of international

friendship and intellectual unity.

Amid the turmoil of

his generation he has been a force, making for peaae; he
has held high the banner of world-fellowship and sounded
1 Marble, Nobel Prize Winners in Literature
(New York: Appleton and()Qffipany, 1925T, p. 188~
'
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the challenge against racial jealousies.
f$trange has been the rhythm of this man's l;i.fe,
surging again and again in passionate waves against the
time, singing once more into the abyss of disappointment,
but never failing to rise on the crest of faith renewed.
Once again we see Romain Rolland as prototype of those
who are magnificent in defeat.

Not one of his ideals,

not one of his wishes, not one of his dreams, has been
realized.

Might has triumphed over right, force over

spirit, men over humanity.
Yet never has his struggle been grander, and
never has his existence been more indispensable, than
during recent years; for it is his apostolate alone
which has saved the gospel of crucified Europe; and
furthermore he has rescued for us another faith, that of
the imaginative writer as the spiritual leader, the
moral spokesman of his own nation and of all nations.
This man of letters has preserved us from what would
have ·been an imperishable shame, had there been no one
in our days to testify against the lunacy of murder
and hatred.

To him we owe it that even during the

fiercest storm in history the sacred fire of brotherhood was never extinguished.

The world of the spirit

has no concern with the deceptive force of numbers.
In that realm, one individual can outweigh a multitude.
For an idea never glows so ·brightly as in the mind of
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the solitary thinker; and in the darkest hour we were
able to draw consolation from the signal example of this
poet.

One great man who remains human can for ever and

for all men rescue our faith in humanity.
His 2intense moral earnestness, his love of nature, his lack of irony, and his sense of sarcasm, no
less than an idealism devoid of all religiosity, distinguished him among the men of his generation.
2 Madame Duclaux, Twentieth Century French
Writers (London: Collins.Sons and Company, l9l9), p. 34.
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